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In  its pride  in the  Confederate  coldier8 from the  state.  North  Carol.inana
has largely overlocked the more  than eight  thousand men who represented her
with  eicht  regiments®  and who  foucht  on the  Northern  side.    1thel- these  Tar
Heels have  been remefroereid.  they have  not been remerd}e]red veil.    Thouch  they
cannot begin to  coxpare  in oufroers thth  the  native  sons "ho wore  the  gray.
t.he  stabe's Uhion  soraiers al.e  too  rrmerous to be discounted.    Pet rest
North  Carolinians are unaware  they ever  existed.    It tras in recognition  Of
this fact that qbg Forcotten §gng rag uttten.   The author has tried to
show  sonething of the  organiaction and paticipation in the war of the  four
unit,e and  four Negro regiments.    Am atteapt has also been rmde to present a
glimpse of their chaceter and attitudes in general.
Most  of ,the information  contained  in this  study cane  fran the Q££inig=±`
Reeore± e£ ±ne EE±en ±na Confederaite ±m±QjL.    Other  primry  sources  include
newspapers  contaporany with the Civil War.  and books ty authors who lived
during the  period and who wrote  of persorral  expe]riences which they recaned.
Secondary  sources qsed include periodicals.  books which pesent the
Civil uar as a whole.  or as it happened in the  state,  and a  sttry of a par-
ticular military campaign.
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Under  the  protection  of  the  United  States  Arny, .tiJhich  occupied  a  part
of  North  Carolina's  coast  fran August.  1861.  until  the  end  of  the war.  the
First North  Carolina  Union  Volunteer  Reginent was  mustered  in  from June,
1862,  to  January,1863.     The  Second  North  Carolina  was  assembled  from  Novem-
ber,1863,  to  February,186!+.    Personnel  for all  the  thite  regiments  were
drauri  fran  among  Unionists,  some  of whom were  deserters  from  the  Confederate
Arty.    Both  the  First and  Second  Reginents  did  their fighting  on the  statels
eastern  edge,  helping  to  hold  that which  the  United  States  flny had  conquered.
The  area was  subjected  to  periodic  raids  by  smaller  Confedera.te  forces  and
two  serious  attempts  by  the  Confederaey  to  rid  the  coast  of  Union  soldiers.
For  those  who  had  deserted  the  rebel  anqy  it was  a  rislqr  occupa,Lion.    Cap-
Lure meant  probable  execution,  a  penalty which was  suffered  by a  number  of
Union volunte.eps.
There was  no  friendly military force  located  in llfesterm  North  Carolina
to help  dissenters  from  secession.    But mid-way  in  the war  the  United  States
Army  controlled  a  goodly  portion  of  East  Tennessee.  many  of whose  citizens
had always  been Unionists.    Moving west across  the  mountain  trails  into more
friendly territory,  Western North  Carolinians  went t,o  fight  for their  chosen
cause.    The  Second  North  Carolina  li`Iounted  Infantry was  recruited  from  October
to  December,1863.    The  Third  Mounted  infantry ThJas  organized  in  February  of
1861/  and  never  st,opped  grorring  until  the  end  of  the war.    The  Carolina  horse-
men  guarded  the  mountain passes.  raided  rebel  touns,  and  helped  to  protect
the  rear  of Stonelmnls  Cavalry  in 1865.
The  remaining  four  regiments  of  Tar Heels  in  the  Union  army  Consisted
of  the  First.  Second.  and  Thirdc  North  Carolina  Colored  Infahor3r  Regiments.
organized  fran June  throngh August.1863,  and  the  First  North  Carolina  Col-
ored  Heavy Artillery which was  created  in  Febr'uary.  186Z+.    Never  leaving  the
coastal area,  the /tnt,illery Regineho  later became  the  Fourteenth United
States  Colored  Heaw Artillery.    AIL  of  the  Colored  tl.oops  enlist,ed  on  the
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Uhion-held  coast,  to which thousands of  slaves fled,  seeking the  saLnctuary
of freedom.   All three Colored infantry reginents  served in the Carolinas
and Virginia.   Eventually the First North Carolina was  sent to Florida and
renamed  the Thirty-fifth United  States  Colored Troops.    The  Second enrd  Thi±id
Infantrty,  redesignated the Thirty-slrih and Thirty-seventh United States Col-
ored Troops,  respectively.  found a home  in Virglnfa where  they  served in pri-
sons as g`iards and on the ba,ttle lines.    The men of the Thirty-fifth finished
the war neaLr Charleston.  South  Carolina,  and those  of the Thll-ty-sixth  in
Virginia.    The  soldiers of the Thirty-seventh.  tihich was removed from the
Old Dominion to take  part in the  expedition to Fort Fisher  in Jarmary of 1865.
coxpleted their  service  in north Carolina.
The Union volunteers contributed  to the United States raf effort ty
releasing northern  soldiers for duty elsewhere,  aLnd ty undermining morale
among  the  people  Of  the  state.    Tar Heel  soldiers  in blue vene  average lnen
with average values who,  in the degeneration of war,  suffered at the  hands
of others and caused  others to  suffer at their hands.    As  a  paLrt  of  the
state'6 heritage they deserve a place in its history.
PREACH
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It ls a well lmown fact that North  Carolina  contributed more  men to  the
Confederate AmBr than any one  of har  sister  states.    It ls not  so well lmown
that eight regiments  of Uhion  soldiers also bore her name.    The rna.terial pee-
sented  in the  followlmg pa,ges is designed to  ermmerate  those  reginents and
tell  sorethlng  of th®±Ir  conposition.  movements.  trials,  aLnd  successes.    A1-
though individuals are deaLlt with only in relation to the military organiza-
tions.  or the Unionlst  sentiment which fostered them,  it is also hoped that
some  insight may be provided into the reasons these men dissented  from the
polley of their  state' s  government.
It  should be  stated that this paper does not lnclrde all the Tar Heels
who  served  in the Uhlon aLzny.    Many left  the  state before the logral reginents
were  conceived,  to become  so]dlers  of  the  states  im  the  North.    N®1th®r were
all who  served in the North Carolina reginents natives of the state,  though
most Were.
A disproportionate  amount  of  spaLce  ls devoted  to  the First and S®cond
North CaLrolim Infantry.    This fact is attributed to  their being organi2ed
before the Negro troops or those in the Western pa,rt of the  state.   Also the
activltles of the  two reginents Were  confined to a  smaller area,  making their
movements  easier  to  follow.
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The  reader will  note  a.  discrepancy  regarding  the  terms,  "general  order.s,n
and  "general  order.W    The  plural  refers  to  a  headqua.rters  communicat,ion which
contains  several directions  and/or  armouncements ,  while  the  singular  denotes
only  one  directive  or  announcement.
I wish  to  thank  the  several  persons  amo`ng  my  friends  and  collegues  who
have  provided leads  to  sources  of  information  dealing with  ny  chosen  subject.
Special  thanks  is  extended  to  Dr.  Ina.  Van  Noppen  for  her  guidance  in  the  pre-
paration  of t,his  paper  and  for her  tolerance  of  a most  imperfect and  tardy
student.    I  am also  grateful  to  my  sister.  Doris.  for  the  hours  she  spent,
pa.tiently  typing.
IrmcroucTloN
ThFhen the  guns fired  on Fort  Surer  on April  12.  1861,  preclpltating a
bloody  conflict between a nerky  formed  nation detemlned to  live and aLnother
naLtion  just as  determined  not to be dismenbered.  North Carolina was  still
a pazrt of the Federal Union.    Shortly before Beanregard' s artillery fired
upon the  flag h® and nan3r  others had until recently  ser`red,  the ma5orlty of
the people  ln the Tar Heel  staLte had voted not to  hold a  convention to  even
dlscu8s  secession.    ifest  North  CaLrollniang disapproved  of Abraham lincoln
but  they also  disapproved of the Southern demgogues upon whose agitation
the  Confederacy was founded.    The people of the  state did not want  to  secede
but  their econoxpr and their  culture were  Southern.    If lt  caLme to war.  most
citizens felt,  North CaLro]ine must  go with the cotton  states.
Between the  secession of  South Caro]im and ldncoln' s  call fer`  troops
the people  of North Carolina  had Walked a  tightrope  of unresolved  crisis.
Suddetry.  1t rae over.    Feeling that  they had .been forced to  choose.  most
North Carolinian9 mist have  felt relieved when after an agonlzlng period of
lndeclslon.  a  stand tras flnalky taken.    The  convention which  finally voted
the  state  out  of the Union was a Dere  formality.    Uhlty Was the watchword  of
the  hour as hitherto  staunch Uulonlsts  sadly turned into  secessionists.    One
such man,  John A.  Gl]mer,  of  Guilford County pronounced the words which  the
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State  loadershlp believed  to be  true.  when he  cold,  "W6 are  all one now."I
Doubtless Mir.  G11mer' a  statement reflected a  statewide  8entlmont.    On  the
eve  of civil trap North Carolina i7as protet>ky more united than lt had been,
or would be again,  for a very long tire.
But John A.  G1]ner  chou]d not have  said  "all.q    It Was neither  custo-
ma,ry nor  legal 1n those  days  to  count Negroes.  whether  slave  or free.  as
cltlzens or  even as persons.    This ira9 unfortunate for ln the neat four
years lt iras leaned that these beings  could mrch,  charge,  and fire guns.
In the neat four years at least j,0342  North  Carolina  Negroes.  organized
into four regiments,  bearing the name of their native  state,  did all in
their power to rake the North victorious aLnd  gain freedom for their race.
In making his all inclusive  statement Gllmer also overlocked two  other
types which would be found ln the  state.    Because  the  Gullford Unionlst and
his  frlend8 lost tbelr Unionlan he pres`rmed that all others of llk® nlnd had
lost theirs too.   This condctlon proved to be untrue.   Several thousand ".te
North Carolinians wore  the Uhion blue.    Of these  some never  switched their
allegiance  to  the  Confedeztacy while  others  did.  only to become dlsenchanted
and return to the United  States'  fold.    About half  joined reginents of other
states becorfug  lost  among the  names  of those with Whom they  served.    The
others,  numbering at  least 3,156,3: were  organized into four regfronts  of
North CarolinaL Union Volunteers.    To  their  fellow citizens they were  cowardly




traitors and in most North Carolina history books they never exist,ed.  or if
they did.  1t Was  only in  soall numbers.    After  one  hundred and  three  yeaLrs
perhaps Lt  ls  tine  for North Carollnians  to  take a  new and unprej`rdiced
lock aLt  the  apprordmateky elgivt  thousand whose  eight regimental barmers
read,  ['North Carolina."
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Chapter I
IjoIAI. EASTERRERS  Encore  UNION  SOIREES
In  the  Begiming.  An Invasion
The decision of the United  States  Govelrment to  take Hattoras  Island
was due  to  the  operations  of a  hodgepodge  of vessels which made up  the  North
Carolim Navy and was  jckingly called  the  ''mosquito  fleet.t'1   Hiding inside
Hatteras Inlet.  with a  lookout posted in the lighthouse,2  the  six  chips com-
prising the  state ravy3 woind dash unexpectedly out to capture Uulted States
merchat ships.4   This money fleet rae  so  effective  that it brought about
a  Northern invasion at first designed only to  stop its operation.5   Accord-
ingly.  an  expedition uns  sent  out under  the  conma.nd  of General  Ben5arfu F.
Butler and  on August 29,  1861,  Hatteras Island tras  in the possession of
:LJf°NTorth::I;:::::iiinmfp¥re¥##.9±(ChapelHili:Theuhiversity
2U.  S.  Navy Department.  E]& WL== Q£ ±ng Rchelli    :  9= Comihation Q£ ±be
=::±:i:+REffi#ee¥8ng8ng2#g:¥g§=%o¥,¥#:q:=froGovri=-
clted as E.
3EL.'  p.  79.
4ERE..  p.  72.
5IRE..  pp.  69.  70.
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United States forces.6   Butler's orders had been  to place  obstmctions in
the  inlet to  stop the activiLties of the  "mosquito fleet"  and then to with-
draw.    But having gained  the  island  this  General.  who  is best remembered  for
his mistakes,  made a  correct decision.   He  saw the  possibilities  of a  poten-
tial  landing  on  the  rna.inland  launched  from Hatteras.    The  calm waters  of
Pamlico  aLnd Albemarle  Sounds  also  offered  safe  passage  fran  ''Norfolk  to  Cape
Iockout"  for light vessels which could not travel on the open sea.   Butler
was  so  sure  of the rightness of his thinking that be  sailed avay from the
conquered island on the day  of  his victory to  successful.ly plead  his  case
in Washington.7   Behind him he  left a  Small naval  and  hand  force  to  hold
Hatteras and  the  inlets  on  either  end.    The  command  of all he  gave  to  Colonel
Rush  C.  Hawkins  of  the  Ninth  New  York Volunteers.8    Ha;wldns  immediately
established good relations with  the islanders.    He  stiapected  that they had
little reason to be  good  loyal Confederates.9   ms  suspicions Were  confirmed
the day aLfter Butler left when a delegation acting on behalf of the  citizens
presented  him with a pa.per which read as  follows:
We  the  citizens  of  Cape Hatteras.  do ask of your  honor  that
you will allow us  to  return to  our homes and property and protect
us in  the  sane as natural citizens as we  have  never  taken up arms
against your  goverrment,  nor  has  it  ever been  our wish to do  so.
We did not help ty our  votes to  get North Carolina  out  of the
Uhion.    Believing that your  clemency wh]| not allow you to  treat
us  aLs  rebels,  who  have  aLlways been  leyal  citizens,  we  do  earnestly
6U.  S.,  WaLr  Department,  Iba vy±= g£ ±Eg Rdbellion:    A Comndlation  g£ ±hg
8f£€±=g%===*:i383f8oEBOELfe¥s¥Si=±E§4S¥£;8#a¥T::#:#:terG%=Tt
as 9B.
7ERE..  pp.  584.  383.
ire.8g:¥ife*jhaj¥3:¥:F:.tr;O¥L£:#:i¥05¥cF£:i¥&:i#at
9RE..  p.  636.
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request,  for  the  sake  of  our women  and  children,  that you will
comply with  our wishes,  as  we  seek  protection  from your  honor.10
Hawkins  sent  the  delegation  away with  the  request  that  all who  could.
meet him  the  following  day to discuss  the  situation.11   About  thirty people
came  at  the  appointed  hour  and  ari  oath  of allegiance was  agreed  upon.12
During  the  next  seven  or  eight days  almost  every man  on  the  island  promised
that we will  true  allegiance  bear  to  the  United  States. . .that, we
will not  take  up  arms  against  said  Goverirment.  or hold  any  cormu-
nication with  its  enemies,  or  aid  or  comfort  its  enemies  in any
way whatever,  and  that we will  give  to  the  commandant  of  Fort
Clark  any  informa.tion we  may  receive  of  the  approach  of  the  enemy;
and  in  case we  are  called  upon  we will  assist  the  cormnandant  of
the  said  United  St,ates...and we wi]|  alwa,ys.  under  any and  all
circumstances.  support the  Constitution  of  the  said  United  Stat,es.13
Ha;wkins  was  so  impressed with  this  show  of  Unionist  sentinent  that  he
issued  a  proclamat,ion  to  the  rest,  of  North  Ca,rolina  fran his  Hatbera,s  head-
quarters.    He  told  them  tha,t  as
the  colonel  colrmanding  the  Federal  Forces  now  in  North  Carolina.
having  hcarid  of  the  erroneous  impression  which  exists  among  the
inhabitants  as  to  the  object  and  purpose  of  said  forces,  would
state  that, it,  is  no part,  of  the  object  of  said forces  to pillage
and  plunder.    We  come  not  to  destroy,  but  secure  peace  and  uphold
the  law  of  the  United  St,ates.    The  rights  of property  and  persons
will  be  protected  and  r'espected,  and  any  Federal  soldiers  infring-
ing  upon  then will  be most  severly punished.    It  is  no  part,  of  our
intention  to war aga.inst women  and  children;  on  the  contrary:,
they shall  be protected with all  t,he  power under  our  control.
Loyal  cit,izens  can  enjoy  their  homes  and  property without  fear  of
molestation.    No  law will be  abrogated  or  interfered with unless
it  comes  jm  conflict with  some  law  of  the  United  States  or wit,h
the  Constitution;  all  others will be  obeyed  and  respected.    It  is
with  traitors  and  rebels  in  arms  Who  are destroying  peace  and
order and  inciting  rebellion that the  Federal  forces  are  to deal.
We  come  to  give you  back  law,  order,  the  Constitution,  and  your
rights  under  it.  and  to  restore  peace.    We  call  upon traitors  and
rebels  in  a.rms  to  lay  then doun,  and upon
pect the  law to aid  us  in  our undertaking.
10gE,   I,  dy,  p.   611.
|1EE±.'  p.  608.
12Ha"kins,  I'Coastal  Operations,"  p.  636.
139E.   I,  dy,   P.   611.
LdyERE..  pp.   6j8,   6j9.
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Hawkins  proclamation was  circulated  on  the  mainland  by men  fran
Hatteras.    To  Governor  Henry  T.  Clark  they were  cowardly  individuals  who
"under  the  fear  of  the  enery's  guns,  have  t,aken  the  oath  of  allegiance."15
The  evidence  suggests  that  Clark's  estimation  of  the  islanders  was  somenthat
in  error.    Those who  took Hawkins'  proclamation  to  the  mainland volunt,eered
t,o do  sol6    and  eight  of  then were  arrested  in  Septenber  of  1861.  as  they
sought  to distribute  copies  of  it  in Hyde  County.17    It was  a Hatteras  spy
"ho learned  and  informed Hawhins  that a  Confederate attack  from Roanoke  Island
was  coming  in  October  of  1861.18    The  Union  soldiers  were  finally and  firmly
conwhced  of the loyalty  of the  natives when  the  attack  came near  the  village
of  thicamacomico.    Jls  the  Twentieth  Lediana  Regiment  retreated  the  people
of  the  t,own  fled with  then.19
The  islanders  were  no  more  cowardly  than  any  other  normal  human  beings
caught  in  the midst  ofl`un[=;`  nor  does  it.  seen  they  took  the  oath  under  the
force  of  circumstances.    North  Carolina  had  been  in  the  Confederaey  for about
three  months  when  the  Union  forces  landed,  and,  for  the  people  of  HaLtteras
tha.t was  sixply long  enough.
Hawkins  believed in their  sincerity  even if Governor  Clack did not.    As
early as  September  11.  1861,  he  had urged  recruiting  among the  North  Carolin-
ians  on his narrow  strip  of  sand.    He  believed they would  enlistjf  assured
they  could  remain  in  the  state.20    This  suggestion  reached  Lincoln  and  on
i5Eae.,  p.  658.
16Hawkins.   IICoastal  Operations,"  p.  658.
179E,   I,  4,  p.  658.
1aHaLwkins.   MCoastal  aperations,W  p.   636.
19David  Stick, The  Outer Banks  of  North  Carolina
of North car61= i;5E,Tee)Tpl:TPe.
209E.   1'  ly.  p.   609.
(Chapel  Hill:    The  University
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Septenber  16  he  asked  the  War  Department  to  form  aLn  order which would  permit
such  recruitment.    The  order was  duly made  and  sent  out  the  follndng  day in
General  Orders  Nuriber  79.21    But.   im  spite  of  Linco]m's  hopes  and  Hawkins's
enthusiasm,  no  United  States  military unit was  organized  in North  Carolina
at, this  time.    It had  to wait for  the Burnside  expedition  in 1862.
On  February  8  of  that year  Burnside  took  Roanoke  Island22 and  the  Union
amry was  then  ready  to  move  on  to  the rna.inland.    From  Roancke.  eight  days
after his  victory.  Burmside  issued  a proclamation  to  the people of  the  state
similar  to  that  of  Hawkins  six months  before.23    Mearmhile  he  sent  out  expe-
ditions  to various  coastal towns.    One  such  expedition  to  Elizabeth  City on
February 10  finally disposed  of  the  "mosquito  fleet.W24    Most  of  the  coastal
towns  fell quickly  and  the  arrival  of  the  Federal  forces  was  not  often  con-
tested.    Edenton was  captured  February 1225  and  Winton  on  the  eighteenth,  but
only after a battle.26   New Bern  also  called  for a fight before it fbll  on
March  14.27    The  captor.e  of  touns  was  interrupted  t,o  talce  Fort Macon  although
a  number  were  added  in  the  process.    Cardlina  City was  taLken  on Mar.ch  21,
Morehead  City  on  the  tRTenty-second,  New Port  on  the  twenty-third.  and  Beauford
on  the  twenty-fifth.28    Washington  received  an  overnight  call  also  on  the
twenty-third VIhen  a  navaLl  expedition wend  there  in  search  of  the  lens  which
2|g2E..  p.  613.
22gE,   I.   9.   p.   7dy.
23E#.,  p.  363.
24Hawkins,.  llcoastal  Cperations,"  p.  64j.
25Ibid.
26E2E.,  p.  646.
2?ERE„  p.  649.
28EEE±.,  p.   653.
had been taken from the  lighthouse.29   A little mol.e  time res required to
take Fort Mbcon which fell on April 26.30
]ha  mking  of aL  Regiment
While bringing this bit of territory back under the  control of the
United  States.  the Uhion  forces  continued  to be  impressed by t,he  expressions
of  leyal  sentiment among  the  people.    At Washington  the  invading arny,
aboard  navy  gunboats.  iras  met  some  distance  below  the  town ty Mayor  IsaiaLh
Respess and  other Uul®nists  there  to welcome  them.3L   When  they returned  for
another visit on April j,  1862.  they found  that the  ELyor had been removed
from his bed  the  night before  by  some  ConfederaLte  cavalry and taken  to
Richmond for trial.32   The canary ms  sent there to arrest those favoring
the  Union  causing many of the  residents  to  flee  to  the Woods.33    Hawkins iras
not alone ln renting to  get these men into  the Uhlon arny.    lieutenant
Charles W.  Flusser  of  the  davy urged Hawklns  to  prod Burmside  into  taking
positive action tomard organizing them.34   Flusser also attempted to enlist
the  apa,thy of  his  own  superior.  ConmaLnder  S.  a.  Rocan,  in  the  fortunes  of
the Union people.35   The  efforts of these young men reached  fruition in Mby.
29B.  I.  7.  p.  150.
3°Hirkins.  "CoastaLI  Cberations."  p.  6j4.
31ogB,  I,  9,  p.  269.
32      mayor  Respess proved  to  be  one  of  those  people who  gave  North CaLrolina
Unionists  a  bad  nana.    The Febl-uary  24,  1864,  issue  of  the  EgE[ §em !LZEe§
reported that  he  had convinced the Richaond  judge of his  loyalty to  the  Con-
:o#:r=:gn:?d::e:on=E:weq::#ge:e;2::#o¥nyu:2t:3m:t:f:gc=:::yN2:::erhe
Bank  of Tarboro.    With  it.  and while  in Richmond.  he  bought  some  tobacco
which he  srmggled  into  Uhlon  lines.   When  caught he  confessed and was  sen-
tenced to  six months  imprlsorment,  a  portion of Which ha  served before
General Benjamin F.  Butler  ordered his  release because  of  hl8 advanced age
and questionable  canity.
33on.  I.  9.  p.  269.
34fawkins,  «Coastal  Opeztatlons,"  p.  654.
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1862.  when  Burmside  authorized  the  formaLtion  of  the  First North Carolim  Union
Volunteers and  appointed  Captain Edrrard E.  Potter  of New York  colonel Of  the
prospective  regiment.36
Ch  June  ra,  1862.  Commander  Roman's  flagship,  the  U.  S.  S.  PhihadelDhia
was anchored  Just  off P]grnouth.    On board were  a  group of people  from the
surrounding  countryside  there  to meet with  the  cormaLnder and Colonel Hackins.
The  two  officers pronised the  tJhionists ams  to use  in defending themselves.
provided they would organize into fomal military units  in the United States
Any.    Tventy-two men  signed up before  leaving the  ship.    Before adjoumnent
it was agreed  that another meeting would be  held  on  the  sixteenth.  when Rowan
hoped.  there would be  enougb volunteers  to  constitute a  coinpany.37   To  encour-
age  them and  soothe  their fears as to Confederate reprisals.  Burnside autho-
riaed Hawhins  to place a  conprny  in the  town around which  the  North Carolinians
could  rally.38   The  strategy res  s`iccessf`il.    The meeting recorrvened as  sched-
uled and  ty June  20  Coxpa.ny C leas a  liwhg reality.39
Officially.  Company C was  the  first North Carolina  unit orgatzed.  but
two Washington  companies  received   alphabetic  precedence,  though they were
rmstered  in a reek  hater.    The  two vet.e born  on  the  same  day.  June  27.  with
Conpeny A  being  comanded qy  First  neutenant  James  M.  Hervey and  Conpa.ny a
ty Lieutenant  Charles A.  kyon.    The enrollment of these  three  coxpanies
brought  the First Regiment of North Carolina  Union Volunteers into  existence.
During  Aug`ist  and  September WaLshington  contributed  another  coxpany,  I),  while
Conpany F was  raised  at  Beaufort.    Coxpany E ira9 probably recruited  at about
tthis  time  but  the  eraet date  and  place  ls un}morm.    The  only other  company
36gB.  I.  9.  p.  385.




added  during  1862  iras  G;  it  came  from  New  Bern.    The  two  remaining  companies
of infantry,  H and I.  came  from Hatteras Inlet and fatteras  Banks respectively,
the  latter being mstered  Jarmary 21,  1863.  and  the  former  on May  6  of the  same
year.    The  last  coxpany  of  t,he  regiment,  I.  came  from Plymouth and was  organized
on  June  20.    Conpany Ij was a  cavalry unit  comanded ty First  Id.eutenant  George
W.  Graham.    It was  far  more  active  than  the  other  coxpanles  and  consequently
received more attention in reports.
The  BaLptien  of  Fire  (1862)
When  the  decision iras made  to  recruit North Car.olinians,  1t was also
decided  to  promise them that  they would not be  ordered  to  serve  outside  the
state.    This promise had a  two-fold purpose:    to  cultivate UnionLst  senti-
ment and  to free Northern troops  for duty elsewhere.    So  lt was that Coxpa-
nles A and 8 received  their  inltiaLtion  into waLrfare  ln their  home  torn  of
Washington  on  September  5,  1862.    Also  there  ait  this  time were  two  companies
of infantry fran the  twenty-fourth Massachusetts and  some artillery and caLv-
alry units  from Now York.    A]| were under  Potter's  cormnd.    At  four  o'clock
ln  the  morning Potter was aLbout  to  embark  upon an  expedition to  take  the  tchm
of Hinllton,  leaving only the  infantry behind.    Before he  could  get underway
the  touri res  surprised ty a  sizable  Confederate  force.    The battle raged for
two and one-half hours before the attackers withdrew to an  encampment  jqst
outside  torn.    The North Carollnians  conducted  themselves well in th®1r  first
engagement.    ConpaLny A  suffered  no  losses  but  Conpa,ny 8  lost  two  killed  and
seven wounded.    Ideutenant kyon was  singled  out  for  praise ty the  coznmanding
officer.to
On Decehoer  10,  1t ms  the  turn  of  the men of Coxpany C  to  defend  their
torn,  but Plymouth iras  le99  fortunate  than  had been Washington.    The  coxpany
was cormnded by First neutenant Jonathan I.  mzell.41   Also present iras a
toga,  I,  18'  pp.  4-6. 4lIrm..  pp.  ue.  49.
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portion  of  the  Third  Massachusetts  Ihfautry whose  conmanding  officer.  Cap-
tain  Barnabus  P|Vel.s.  Jr. ,  was  in  charge  of  the  port.    The  only uniformed
horsemen present were  referred  to  as  the  North  Carolina  Cavalry.    Apparently
this  wa.s  the  begirmings  of  what  six  months  later  would  be  Comparry  L.    The
attacking  force was  the  Seventeenth    Nor.th  Carolina.  infantry,  Confederate
States  Any.  under Lieutenant  Colonel  John  C.  I.amb.    The  origins  of  the
attackers  may help  to  explain  the vengeance with which  the  assault was  carried
out.    Estimates  of  Confederate  strength varied  fr®m two  hundred  to  six
hundred  men.    Ewers  reported  that  his  ohm  infanfry numbered  not more  than
one  hundred  aLnd  fifty when  the  attack  cane  at  4:30  in  the  moming.    Being
outnumbered,  or at least believing  himself  to  be,  I.ieutenant Mizell  took his
men  to  the  custom house  from which  they  continued  to  fire  on  the  enemy.    The
gunboat Southfieid tried  to help beat  off the  attack but was  soon disabled
and began  drifting  down  st,rear,  though not before  Captain  Ewers  got  aboard.
Mizell managed  to  hold  the  custon house,  but  he  and  his  men  could do  nothing
to  stop  the  deva,station  going  on  in  torn.    No  government,  property was  taken.
but  over half  the  town was  burned  after being  thoroughly pillaged.
while  Plymouth  btirmed,  Captain  Evers,  aboard  the
contact with  the  Commodore
Southfield had  come  into
£s=¥[ dounstream,  where  Flusser  asked  him what  had
happened  to  his  men.    Evers  replied  that he  hoped  they were  in  the  swamp.
FTusser  then  steamed  up  to  help  but  came  too  late  t,o  do  any  good  as  the  Con-
federates  had withdrawn.    The  fearless  Flusser  considered  the  whole  thing  a
disgrace.  which he attributed  to  Evens.    It was  the nor Lieutenant  Conrmder42
who  estimated  the  rebels  as  numbering  not more  than  two  hundred.    He  did
have  pea,ise  for  a  Sergeant  Clift  and  some  of  the  other North  Carolinians.
I,ieutenant Ffizell,  himself  a Washington native,  praised  his  soldier neigh-
bors  for  their  calm conduct  in their  first battle.    It was  his men and  their
families  who  suffered  most  fran the  raid.    Sergea,nt  Clift  and  others  lost
42Flusser  had  been promoted,
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their  homes.  clothing,  and all  else  not  on  their  persons.    Iarib could not
keep  the  torn.  but  his  few  hours of work  haLd been both profitable  and  inexpen-
sive.   Mizell thought that at least fifteen of the  eneny had been killed but
Iamb  reported  only  seven wounded  aLnd  none  killed.    Lamb  also  caLrried  away
seventy-five Negroes  and  twenty-five  other  prisoners.43
mscellaneous  Hard  hack and  I).  H.  Hill
(Jarmary  -\Aprll.1863)
The  Jarmary.  1863,  retur'ns  of Pbjor  General John  a.  Foster.  then  com-
znanding  the  Department  of Vlrglnla  and  North Carolina.  show that  the First
North Carolina  had nineteen  officers and  four  hundred  thirty-two men present
for  duty.    The nufroer  of  officers and men present and  absent was  given as
five  hundred thirty-four.    Ijieutenant kyon had been  promoted to  Captain ty
this time 4ly and Potter.  still  in  eormnd  of  the regiment.  had been promoted
to Brigadier  General dating from his  assignment  to the regiment.45
The February returns  show  that  siateen officers and  four hundred  six
men were  present  for duty.    The  number  present  and  absent was  five  hundred
thirty-six.46   In mrch there was a  further decrease  in those present.  the
records  showing  twelve  officers  and  three  h`mdred  eighty-two  men.    But again
the aggregaLte  present and absent increased.  this  time  to  five hundred  sixty-
one.47 There  is  evidence  that members  of  the  regiment who  lived  outside  the
towns  often returned to  their  homes and  their work until  summoned at  the
approach  of  the  eneny.    This  may explain  the  decreaLsing mmber  of  soldiers
present for duty while  enrollment leas  simltaneously increasing.
43EL.,  pp.  45-49.
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The  New  Ben  soldiers  of  Company  G were  spared  the  experiences  of
their  fellows  in Washingt,on  and  P1:ymouth,  but,    in lufarch  of  1863  they had  the
pleasure  of  gaining  their first  experience  shooting  aLt  live hurmn  targets
when  they went  on  an  expedition  i,o  Swan  Quarter wit,h  Company  F  of  the  Third
New York  Cavalry,  the  whole  being  commanded  by  Captain  Colin  Richardson  of
the  cavalry.  company.    The  expedition last,ed  from the  first,  to  the  sj]cth wit,h
nothing  being  accomplished.    There were  skrimishes  on  the  third  and fourth
with what  Richardson  referred  to  as  "guerrilla.s."    He had  to  bum back when
he  heard  tha,t  ''t;wo hundred  fifty  to  three hundred"  such  guerrillas  were
waiting  for  hit a.t  Swan Quarter.    The  expedition  returned,  having  lost  three
killed  a,nd  fourteen wounded.    Of  these  Company  G's  loss  was  one  wounded.
In  his  reports  Richardson  praised  his  ca.valry but rna,de  no  mention  of  t,he
North  Capolinians  one way  or  the  other.48
April  proved  to  be  a  bad month  for  the  First  North Carolina.    On April
1,  Ca,ptain  Enoc  C.  Sanders  of  Company  D  set  out  to  collect his  men.  the  com-
pany having been  ordered  to  Eliza.beth  City.    Sanders  hitched  rides  with  the
navy  to  gather  them.    His  troubles  began  after he  left  Plymouth  on  the
fourth.    Flusser  had  a]|owed  him the  use  of  the Southfield to travel up  the
Pasquotank  nea.r  which marry.  of  his  men  lived.    They  stopped  on  the  way  at
Halley's  landing  to  find  the urharf  there  had been burmed by the  Confederates.
Company  E was  camped  only  ten  miles  away.  but,  Sanders  decided  that was  ten
miles  i,oo many  in  view  of  the  laLrge  number  of  rebels  in  the  area.    He
refused  to  leave  the  gunboat  to  seek  his  men  aLt  that  place.    After  reaching
the  Pasquotank  he  took  those  he  had  gathered  and  marched  to  Shiloh,  ten..miles
from  the mouth  of  the  river.  and back  again,  sending word  t,o  others  of his
men  to  be  ready  to  go  the  next day.    On  the  fifth he picked up  William
-I.fright  and his  family before  going  on up  the  river  to  Jones  Mill,  where he
48EE¥. ,  p.  157
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landed  and  marched  to  Old  Trap,  returning with  seven more  members  of  Company
D.     The seven  were  Peter,  St,ephen,  Comelius,  and  Nicholas  Burgess,  Ithean
and  'tyivilson  Duncan  and  Dempsey Wricht.     The  boat  then  crossed  to  the  Pasquo-
tank  County  side  to  bring  aboard  Joseph  Morgan  and  his  family.    Sanders
sought  four  others  in  Pasquotank who  belonged  to  his  company.    One,  John
Cartwright.  came  along,  one  was  not  found,  one was  ill,  and  t,he  other  was
wounded.    On  the  si3cth  Sanders  left  for  Nixonton  with his  seventeen men  on
the  schooner  g±±±][ ±g±±±±®49    Ijater  that  day  Sa.nders  with  seven  soidiers  and
t,en  Negroes  urent  down  the.,little  River  in  the  schooner  for wood.    As  a  strong
wind kept  then from landing,  Sanders went  ashore  leaving  the men  on  the
boat.    That night  they too went ashore  to  see their  families,  where  they
were  traken  prisoner  ty  guerillas  and hastily dispatched  to  Richmond.    Sanders
himself was  not among  the  captured,  but  one  might  imagine,  from  reading his
report  of  the  affair,  that he was  a very distressed man.50
in Washington,  Compa.nies  A  and  8 were  also having  their  difficulbies
for D.  H.  Hill had  laid  seige  to  the  torn.    I;uckily,  the  North  Carolina
Unionists,  who had  been  there  alone,  were  reinforced  ty  eight  conpanies  each
of  the  ltwenty-seventh  and  Forty-fourth Ma,ssachusetts  Volunteers  and  one  com-
pany  of  the  Thir`d  New  York  Cavalry.    On  the  south  side  of  the  Panlico  River
about  one  and  one-half riles  below Washington was  a  place  called  Rodman's
Point.    Ithowing  of  Hill's  advance,  General  Foster  sent  Company  8 with  a
twelve  pounder  gun  to  occupy  the  point  on  March  30.    Captain  tyon  immediate-
ly built  earthworks  for  the  gun and  stationed  pickets  around  the  camp,  but
his  efforts were  in vain.    That night Isron "as  driven  from his  outpost back
to  the  river  and  boats  from whence  he  cane.    Then.e  he waited,  hoping  somehow
to retake his lost position,  but daylight brought fire from the  captured
4992E„  p.  259.
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works wounding kyon and nine  of his men.    After his  initial  success  Hill vas
not able  to  take Washington and  the  seige was  lifted.    The  only nan killed
dun.ing  t,he  seige  came  from Coxpany 8,  which  also  lost  more  in wounded  than
any other unit.5L   This was no  doubt due  to the action at Rodmn's Point.
In  the  round  of  comendations  after  the  Beige  GeneraLI Foster  did  not
fail to take  favorable notice  of the  paLrticipants from the First North
Carolina,  which  incldendally.  had  a  new  commander  in  IJLeutemnt  Joseph M.
Mcchosney.  like  Potter.  a Northerner.52
?i:yT:aedT;1:::n:mrypa¥¥64L)
After  the diversions of April the First North CarolinaL  had little  to do
for awhile,  but July brought  some  riding  exercise  for  Company L.    On July 3
Colonel  George W.  14ewis  of  the  Third  New You.k  Cavalry made  up an  expedition
consisting  of  his  own  command.  t;wo  coxpanies  fran  the  "®w York  Cavalry Reg-
iment  of  a  Colonel mx,  some  aLrtillery  and  the  just  completed  CoxpaLny  Ij.
Starting  fran New Bern the raid  covered  one  hundred  seventy miles  in five
days.  took about  forty-five  pri§eners.  five  hundred  cor]trabands.  one  hundred
horses  aLnd miles.  destreyed about  one  million  dollars worth  of property.
and  cut  the Wi]mington  and Weldon  railroad.53    The  expedition cannot be
counted atrything other  than a  success,  txpt it ls un]|keky that it received
rmch notice  outside  the military district.   While  Conpany  Ij and  friends
were  riding  about  the  Carollrm  countryside.  George  Cordon  Mbade  and Robert E.
Ijee were  getting a  lot  of men  killed while  they were making a  hitherto  unlmown
51RE..  pp.  2ra-217.
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Pennsylvania  town a  future  tourist  attract,ion  a.nd,  some  say,  deciding  the
outcome  of  the  Civil  War  in  the  process.
General  Foster  took  note  of  Lewis's  achievements,  however,  and  decided
to  send  him  out  again.    With  the  same  assortment  of  troops  the  Colonel  set
out  on  the  seventeenth,  hardly more  t,ham  a week  after his  return.    :Llis  object
was  to  destroy  the  railroad  bridge  at  Roclqr I.fount.    This  he  accouplished  as
well  as  a  few  other  things  to  make  the  Confederacy  unhappy.    At  Rocky.  Ivlount
he  destroyed  a  cotton  mill,  a  flour mill,  two  machine  shops,  a  depot,  an
entire  train,  i;wenty-five wagons  filled with  supplies  and ".unitions ,  and
eight, hundred  bales  of  cotton.    He  destroyed  bridges  over  the  Tar  River  and
at Greenville  and  Sparta.    He  took  one hundred  prisoners  and  three  hundred
aniREls.    This  tine  Lewis  declined  to  capture  any  contrabands  b`it  about,  three
hundred  followed  the  Cavalry back  to  I`Tew Bern.     Company  L  lost  one  man
wourrded  on  the  first  expedition.giv  one  wounded  and  one  missing  on  t,he  second.55
Jifter  the  strenuous  activity  of  July  Company  L  received  a  sQmowhat  tamer
assignment  in August.    On  the  twenty-fifth  t,he  new  comander  of  the  District
of  North  Carolina,  General  John  J.  Peck,56  ordered  it  to  Washington  because  of
illness  resembling  scurvy  in  the  detachment,  presently  there.57    The  monthly
return  for  August  showed  the whole  regiment  as  being  in  Washington  under
Mcchesney,58  but  this  might  have  been  on]]r  a  few  companies.
The  lack  of any  reports  of  action  for  the  next  several weeks  indicates
that  the  First  North  Carolina  had  little  to  do,  but  Company L  got  back  into
givlbid.
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action on  t,he  thirtieth of October.    The  cavalry was  sent  out  to  recormolter
Confederate  posit,ions  "bet;ween  the  Greenvllle  and Jamestown  roads."    Iieu-
tenant J.  R.  Nicol res detached with twenty men  to  investigate a  small rebel
force  at Ford's trill.    Nicol  demnded  surrender but was answered  ty aL  volley
Of  shots.    The  Lieutenant was killed.  but  his men  charged,  "killing three and
capturing  seven."    General Peck's report praised Nicol as  "a  gallant young
officer who  had won the  approbation and regard  of his brother  officers by
his noble  conduct.59   The  successful venture drew  special attention fran
Peck,  who  honored  the  company  ln his  General  Order  Nuriben  34 with  the  follow-
ing  statements:
The  commanding  general has  received  the  official report  of a
gallant  and dashing reconnaissance  upon the  Greenville  roaLd,  under
t,he  command  of  Captain  G.  W.  Graham.  First  Regiment  North  Carolina
Volunteers.    Hls  setisfactlon at  the manner  in which it was  con-
ducted  and its results is  only marred tor his regret at the  loss of
First  Iieutenant J.  R.  Nicol.  First Regiment.  North Carolina Vol-
unteers.  who was instantly killed in the dlsoharge ®f his duty..
Aribitlous,  brave and deserving high ln the  estimation of his  com-
rades and  comanding officers.  ho died as a  soldier would  choose
to die,
reco:::a:dp::1:y=:ie:::®:::::yt::o::?6t%1n Graham ' S co-nd are
These  words  of  cormendatlon and  confidence  from  the  commander  mist  have
been very pleasing to  the  North  Carollnlan8,  and  they quickly proved  that
his  pride  in  them was  not mlsp]aced.    On  Novenber  28.  Company I.,  two  com-
panies  of  New  York  Cavalry,  and  a  detachment  fron  the  Twenty-third  New  York
Battery  set  out  on another  expedition.    Captain R.  R. West  of  the  New York
Cavalry  had  seniority over Graham.  but  he  yielded  the  command to  the  Captain
of  Conpany I..   Within  twenty-one  hours  Graham was back,  having traveled   ;
si]try-five miles.    South  of Greenville.  near  Sthft Creek,  he attacked a
Confederate  camp  holding about  seventy-five  men fran  two  coxpanies  Of
Whitford' 9 Brigade.    He  captured  the  camp  taking fifty-two  prisoners and
5 9 9 a .  I .  2 9 .  p t .  1 ,  p .  I y9 5 .                 6 oa ElbEia . .  p .  4 9 6 .
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killing  a.  lieutenant and  four men.    He  also brought  back  ltone  hundred  stand
of  arms.  horses,  mles,  wagons...and  a  large  amount  Of  cormisary  stores."
Union  losses  were  one  killed  and  three  wounded.    Peck  again  recognized  Graham's
achievements  in  General  Orders  Number  39.61
Company  L's  last  aLction  of  the  year  occurred  on  December  30.    Colonel
Mcchesney  took  about  one  hundred  forty  men  fron  tbe  Twelfth  New  York  Cavalry,
Compa.ny L,  and  the  Twenty-third  New York  Artillery  on  a  reconnaissance  expedi-
tion.    On his  return Mcchesney  found himself  cut  off  from Washington  ty a
Confederate  force.    Hard  fighting  resulted,  often  hand  to hand.    The  rebels
were  beaten  off ,  leaving  a  lieutenant  and  five men dead  on  the  field with  an
artillel.y piece  and  its  horses.    Mcchesney lost  one  killed,  six wounded and
one  missing.    Captrain Graham  suffered  a  sabre  cut  on  the  hand63  and  t,he  man
killed was  Lieutenant William K.  Adams  of  Company  L.    in reporting  his  death
Peck  called  him  l'a  gallant  and dashing  officer who  fell while  making  a  chaLrge
at  the  heed  of  his  command.w64
Captain  George  W.  Graham was  a  man  who  liked  to  fight,  or  was  dedicated
to  his  cause,  or  both.    On  January 10,  1864,  with  his  wounded  hand  not  com-
pletely healed,  he  put  its  mate  through  a  glass  window.    Graham left Washing-
ton  that day with  fourteen  men.    After  crossing  Trent  Creek  they met a  now
unknown  number  of  Confederates,  whom  they  ca.ptured.     Changing  uniforms  with
one  of  the  prisoners,  C-raham  pretended  to  have  captured his  own  lieutenant.
In  this  rmanner  he  rode up  to  a  rebel  picket  outpost.    The  seven pickets
suspected nothing  until  Graham placed  his  hand,  presumably holding  a  gun.
t,hrough  the window,  and  all  surrendered.6j
61gE.  I.  29,  pt.  2,  p.   661.
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in  the  latter part  of  1863  the  Fil`st  North  Carolina  began  to acquire
a,  sister  regiment.    The  Second  Regiment  of  North  Carolina  Union  Volunteers
was  smaller  than  the  First,  having  only  five  conpanies.    They  were  j\,  8,  C,
E,  and  F;  D  having  failed  to  mat,erialize.    All were  organized  in  New  Ben
fron  l``Iovember,  1863,  to  February,  1864.66
Unlike  most  of  the  men  of  the  First  North  Carolina,  many,  if not  the
majority,  of  the men  of  t,he  Second  were  deserters  from the  Confederate  army
as  will  be  seen.    They  had  come  to  New  Ben  from  outside  the  Union  lines  and
brought  their  families  vTith  them.    Many wel`e  indigent and  a  solicit,ing  ca,m-
paign was  carried  out  to  provide  for  the wives  and  children  of  those  who
enlisted.67    ni  addition  other  inducement,s  were  offered,  including  a  bounty
of  $302,  and a  training  carp  one  mile  from  Beaufort,  where  their  families  were
also  sheltered.68    If this  were not  enough,  in Pjarch  it was  pronised  that
''after April  1  the  draft will  undoubtobly be  enforced. n69
F'or whatever  reasons.  men  did  enlist,  a,nd  by  January  23  o'ne  company was
said  to  be  trained  and  equipped  for active  service.70    General  Benjamin  F.
Butler,  now  cormnanding  the  Department  of  North  Carolina  and  Virginia,  had
also  a,ppointed  officers  for  three  companies  by the  above  date.    Captain J.  T.
Mlzell,  of  PIFTouth  Custom  House  memory,  was  recruiting  officer  for  t,he
regiment.    Prospective  joiners  could  see  Ijieutenant  Carpent,er  in  New  Bern,
Captain  Hoggard  a.t  Plymouth,   or  Sergeant  Moore  at  Washington.71
Some  of  the  above  infol.rriation,  and  some  which  is  yet  to  come,  rna;y  tend
to  place  the  Second  North  Carolina  in  an  unfavorable  light,.    Yet  the  regiment
66Manarin,  g±±gg,   see.  3.  p.  1.
67E=± Ei£E E±E£±.  January  9,  1864.
68EE±. ,  January  23.  186il.
69!Eelz Es:a £±±s±,  March  9.  1861+.
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seened to  have  sons asp=±± ds sg=Es.    The  edit,or  of  the  Now  Ben  Times
during this period proudly caned  them  "Buffaloes,"    a  name which  their  fellow
North  Carolinlans with an opposite  point of  view  gave  them and  spat  out  in
derogation.    The  title vas first applied  to  Lawless elements.  both within and
without the United States Arty.  but  since  it tias eventually applied  to an
Unionists.?3  the First and  Second adopted it thenselves and  gave  it a  good
connotation.    One  North  Carolina  Unionist  even wrote  the  Buffaloes a  war
song  of  the  type  for Which  the  Civil War  Oral  is well knoun.    Because  it
expresses  a  dedication not  generally att.ributed to  Southern Unionists  the
writer will quote  two of its  six verses here:
We'1l  give  then a  lesson they'11 not  soon  forget
Dodge  and  run as  they nray.  we'1l  be  up with  then  yet:
We'1l  teach them that  outlaws,  the  black  flag who raise.
Sha,1l  find,  in due  tine.  a  sad end to  their days.
Full well do we  lenow  that  our  cause  is aright:
On the dear native  soil of our father's we fight.
#d:£::€yt:: R£::b:: =v::Lt:h::ew:::¥f4
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Chapter.  11
FROM  CONTRABANI)  INTO  SOIDIERS
Creation  of  the  Black  North  Carolina  Regiments
North  Carolina  slaves were no  different  from others  throughout  the
South during the  Civil War.    To  them the  location of blue  soldiers meant  the
end  of  the  rainbow.    WheD  B`rmside  tock Roanoke  Ishand  in  early  1862,  they
flocked  to  him undeterred ty  the caters of the  sound.    By the  time  the  flow-
ers.  trees.  and birds began trying to heal  the ba,tt,1efields.  the  island cas
overflowing with men.  women,  and  cbildren  seeking to  nraintain their  newly
found  freedom.1   As was  show in  Chapter  I.  every Union I.aiding  party brought
back bhack  human beings  abstractly  called  contraband.    In  June  of  1863  this
mltitude  of Black North Carolinians was tapped as a  source  of rdlltary
strength.    In  that month  the First Regiment  of North  Carolina  Colored  troops
appeared  in the arngr records.    It is  listed as  infantry not brigaded.  utGr
the  command  of  Colonel  James  C.  Beecher.    At  its  inception  the First North
1stick.  Qife aife.  p.  161.
(20)
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Ca,rolina  Colored was  part  of  the  First Division.  Eighteenth Army  Corps,  in
the  Department  of  Nort,h  Carchina,  Major  General  John  G.  Foster  commanding.2
The  first  expedit,ion  in which  the new  reginent participated  as  soldiers
began  on  July 3,  1863.    On  that  day  Captain  H.  W.  Wilson  tock  some  cavalry
and  t,wenty men  from t,he  First  North  Carolina,  Colored  Infantry  on  a  bridge
repairing  (in Union terl`itory)  and  railroad  destroying  (in  Confederate  ter-
ritory)  trip  to  Warsaw,  Nort,h  Carolina,.    Wilson did  not  attempt  to  evaluate
the  infantry's  perfor.mance as  infantry,  as  they were not required  to  do  the
things  infantrymen  usually do,  but for  repairing bridges  and breaking  rail-
road  i,I.acks  they wel`e  most  efficient.3
By August  31,  1863,  the  Second  and  Third  l\Torth  Carolina,  Colored  Regi-
ments,   commanded  by  Colonel  Alonzo  G.  Draper  and  Captain  John Wilder
respectively,  had  a  large  enough membership  for  their  names  to  appear  in
armry.  reports.    They had also,  with  the  First  Colored.  been  transferred  to
the  Depa.rtment  of  the  South  commanded  by  Brigadier  General  Quincy  A.  Gilmore.
Stationed  on  Folly  Island,  they,  with  the  Fifty-fifth  lthssachusetts  Colored,
mede  up  the Jifrician  Brigade  in  a  division  cormamded  by  Brigadier  General
Israel  Vogdes.dy
The  Fol]]r  Island  sojourn  was  short  and  uneventful.    Ey Oct,ober  10.1863,
all  thr.ee  North  Carolina  Black  Regiments  were  back  in  iwesr  Bern,  and  Brigadier
General  Edward  A.  Wild  had  been  ordered  there  by  the  War Department  to  Bring
the  Third  Reginent up  to  full  strengt,h.5   Air this  point  the  First  Regiment
A:29E.   I,   27,  pt.  3,  p.  4gr.
39E.   I.  27,  pt.   2.  p.  863.
4gE.   I.  28.  pt.  2,  p.  7j.
j9E.  I.  29,  pt.  2,  p.  290.
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had  a  total  strength  of  one  thousand  and  t,wo  men;  while  the  Second  was  not
far  behind with  eight hundred.6
Edward  A.  -t.Vild  proved  to  be  cold  and  efficient.    He  was  given  command
of  all  colored  troops  in  the  area with  headquarters  at Norfolk,  Virginia,  t,o
which  the  three  North  Carolina  R6giments  were  transferred.    Camps  were  pro-
vided  for  then  at  Portsmouth.    1thld  set  out  immediately  to  give  his  command
exercise.    Starting  out  on December  j with portions  of  the  First and  Fifth
United  States  Colored,  the  Fifty-fifth  Massachusetts  Colored,  and  the  First
and  Second  North  Carolina  Colored,  Wild  marched  to  ELizabeth  City.    To  get
into  town  the  troops  ha.d  to  build  a  bridge,  the  planks  for which were  con-
veniently provided  by  the  home  and  barn  of a  Captain  in  the  Confederate  Ar]ny..
After  crossing  the  new  construction,  T¢thld  and  his  arty  stayed  for  seven  days
while  the  men  sought  "recruits.  contrabands'  families,  guerrillas ,  forage
and  firewood."   At  the  end  of  their visit,  as  they left,  torn,  they were  fired
upon  ty  a  force  which  Wild  described  as  guerrillas.    One  member  of  the  attack-
ing  party,  Daniel  Bright.  was  captured  and  hanged  wearing  a  placard which  read:
llThis  guerrilla  hanged  by  order  of  Brigadier  General  Wild.I'    Wild  picked  up
other  prisoners ,  civilians  whdri:i he  believed were  cooperating with the  guer-
rillas.    He  gave  then what  he  admitted  was  Wa  drunhead  court-martial,W  burned
their homes  and barns,  fed  his  men  their livestock  and  took  their  families  as
hostages.    Colonel  Draper  and  his  Second  North  Carolirm were  mounted,  acting
as  cavalry.    They  rode  about  the  countryside  seeking  t,o  damage  the  Confeder-
acy;  while  the  rest  of  the  command  marched.  seeking  the  same  object.     In
addition  to  the  accomplishments  or  depredations  which  have  been  mentioned ,
Wild  reported  that  his  command  had  ''burmed  four  guerrilla  camps,  tock  over
fifty  guns,  one  drum.  together with  equipments,  anmunitions.  etc. .  burned
over  a  dozen  homesteads,  two  distilleries ...,  captured  four.  large  boats
6gB,  Ill,  3,  p.  1115.
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engaged  in  contraLband  trade.  and  tock  many horses."    He  also  brought  ba.ck  to
Nor folk  t'about 2,joo"  hate  Shaves.    His  lo8ses were  seven  killed,  nine wounded.
and  two  taken  prisoner.    He was  content with  his work  and  his men,  sa,ying  they
"marched wonderfully.  never  grumbled.  were  watchful  on picket,  and always  ready
for  a  fight.    They are,"  he added,  "most reliable  soldiers."7
0n the  last day of the  year  1863  all three North Carolina Reginents were
at home  ln Wild's African Brigade,8  except  for a  detachment  of the First which
was  left at Folly Island  in the fall and waLs  still there.9
0n February  4.  18611.  the  last regiment  of black  Horth  Carolinians began
recruitment.    This was  the  First Regiment  North CarollnaL  Colored  Heavy Artil-
lery which had  enough interested part,icipants  to be  organized at New Bern
and Morehead City ty prrarch.]°   The  regiment  got around very little.    All  of
its traveling was done back and  forth between the  subndistrict of Beaufort
and  the  sub-dist,rict of New Bern.11   About  the  only interesting t.hing that
ever happened to  it.  if one  is  interested in  one hundred year old gossip.  is
that  the  man who  raised and  eormanded  it  until November  of  1864,re  mjor
Thorndik®  C.  Jameson  of  the Fifth Rhode  Island Artillery,  was  court.-martialed
in February  of  186j  for  ''fratrdulent and dishonest  confuct."    Convicted.  he
was  sentenced to  three years ixprisorment,  fined  $8,000  and dirmlssed fran
the  service.L3
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The First.  Second.  and  Third  North  Carolina  Colored Regiments  could
never  say  they  joined  the  amry and  saw  the world.  but  those who  lived  saw
a  little  farther than Now Ben in 186!+.   Early in that year they also  got
new titles.  even  the  Heavy Artillery.    The First,  Second,  and Third were
respectively designaLted the Thirty-fifth,  Thirty-sixth,  and Thirty-seventh
United States  Colored  Troops.    The First North Carolina  Heavy Artiller:}r
became  the  Fourteenth United States Colored Heavy Art,illery.
The Thirty-fifth in Florida  (1864)
January.  1861+,  found all of the Thirty-fifth united at Folly Island.14
In February they were ordered to the District  of Florida.  reporting to  Briga-
dier  General  T.  Seymour  commanding  that  department.15    ifeny  of  them.  however.
were  herd  at Folly Island by General Alfred Terry,  commander  of the  Northern
District,  Department  of the  South,16 because  they had  smallpox,  had been
exposed  to  the disease,  or were  otherwise  `]nfit  to mrch.]7   The Thirty-fifth
went,  with other Negro  troops  from mssachusetts and South Carolina.  into  a
traLining  caxp  commnded by Colonel mlton  S.  Iittlefield.    The  camp was
located about  six miles  from Jacksonville,  which was  Seyliiour ' s headquarters.L8
The Thirty-fifth could not  have  received much  instruction before  the
regiment's  first  fight.    They arrived at  the  carp on Febmary 1319  and  on the
twentieth  started  out with Seymour  as  pa.rt  of  a  5.500  man  expedition  to  Ocean
City.   The  object was to destrey an east,-tiest railroad at a  point near  the
Surrannee River.    They never  reached the  place,  for at  Olustee  they were
1trgB.I.  35.  pt.  1,  p.  us5.                  L7E±fi..  pp.  ueo,  481.
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met and  defeated  by a  Confederate  force.    The  comnamder  of  the  Thirty-fifth,
Lieutenant  Colonel  William N.  Reed,  vas mortally wounded.    in addition  the
North  Qa.rolinians  lost  twenty men killed,  seven officers,  in addition  to Reed,
were  wounded,  one  hundred  twenty-three men  wounded  and  seventy-seven missing.2°
Seymour res  forced  to  retreat  to  Jacksonville.    in his  report Seymour wrote,
lIThe  Colored  troops  behaved  creditably...the  Fifty-fourth }fassacrfusetts  and
First "orth Carolina  like veterans.    It uns not ±n their conduct that  can be
found  the  chief  cause  of failure,  but  in  the.. .yielding of a white  regiment
from which  there  uns  every  reason  to  expect  noble  service.W2l
Seynrour un,a  replaced  tHr  Brigadier  General William  Birmey  and  Colonel
James  C.  Beecher again becane  commander  of  the  Thirty-fifth.22    The  O|nstee
battle res  the first and last bloody encount,er for the  Thirty-fifth,  as  the
•various  cormnders  Of  the  Departhent  of  Florida  seemed  to  have  an aversion
to  fighting,  mich  to  the  disgust  of I`fajor  General  John  G.  Foster,  who  became
cormnder  of  the  Department  of  the  South  in  the  spring  of  1864.23    in Sfay
the  Thirty-fifth did picket duty along the  St.  Johals River.24   in June  the
North  Carolinians  tock  part  in an expedition  to  Confederate  Camp ELlt,on,  which
mag  demolished  in  the  absence  of  the  residents.25   The  next month four  com-
panies  of  the  Thirty-i-ifth vent  on an expedition with Birmey  to South  Carolina.
Back  in  Jacksonville  ty Jlily 10,  the  four  joined  the rest of  the  regiment  in
taking  part  in an expedition  to  Baldwin,  mol.ice,  on the  twenty-third.
The  expedition remined  in  Baldwin until August  15,  when  the  town rae
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burned and  abandoned.    mz`ehing  to  Magnolia  the  Thil.ty-fifth moved  in a  col-
urm  led ty Colonel William I.  Noble of  the  Seventeenth Comectlcut.    On the
way Noble' s  force  destroyed railroad  track.  burned  28,000  pounds  of  cotton,
rescued  seventy-five  contrabands,  took  horses,  mnes,  and  other property.26
In November  the Thirty-fifth was ordered.  with other reginents in the
Florida  Department,,  to  report  to  the  headquarters  of  GeneraLI Foster at Hilton
Head.  South Carolina.27   The  North  Caro]±nlans were  assigned  to  a  brigade
cor[manded by now Brigadier  General Edward 8.  Potter.    Potter's brigade  as
part of the  Coast Division tock part in an expedition against the  Charleston
and  SavaLnnaLh railroad.    On November  30,  the  expedition  fought a  Confederate.
Sorce at Honey Hill neaLr  Grahamsville.  South CarolinaL.    Potter  ordered  the
Thirty-fifth into  the battle.  but due to a confusion of orders the regiment
became  dlsorganlzed and never  got  into  the  fight.    The  disconcerted  companies
of the Thirty-fifth reformed,  were  held in reserve and did no fighting at all.28
The  Thirtyrsi]dbh  (1864)
Early  1861+ found  the Thirty-sixth  guarding prisoners at Point  Iiookout.
Maryland.  and  going on an occasional expedition to  the Virginia  shore.    Point
lookout was  in  the znllltary  district  of St.  Mary' s,  commanded dyr BrigaLdier
General Edward W.  Hihks.    On April  ]2,  Hiruts  took  the  Thirty-sixth aLnd  fifty
cavalrymen  on a  stearmer,  protected by  three  gunboats.  over  to Virginia.    They
came back  on  the  fouteenth with one  hundred  seventy-seven  boxes  of tobacco
and  fifty contrabands,  losing no  one because  they were unopposed.29
lfay Th.  186!+,  three  hundred men  from the  Thirty-sixth  set  out under  Col-
onel Alonzo  G.  Draper  to  destroy  some  torpedoes planted  aLt  the  mouth  of  the
26RE..  p.  37
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Rappahannock  .RIver.    They  landed,  went  ashore,  and  destroyed  several  of  the
wat,er  bombs.    Then walking  t,hrough  the  woods  which  lined  the  river  bank,  six
North  Carolina  soldiers,  minus  their  officers,  cane  upon nine  Confederate
cavalrymen  and  marines.    The  Negro  soldiers  attacked  irmediat,ely,  killing
five  and  capturing  three while  one  escaped.    Cme  of  the  colored  soldiers  was
killed  and  t,hree wounded.    Those  left unhur.t were  about  to  kill  the  prisoners
but were  stopped ty  their  sergeant,  also a  Negro.30
Another  example  of  bitterness  toward  Confederates  manifested  by  the
Thirty-sixth  occurred  a  little  more  than a week  la.ter at  Point  Ijookout.    Jts
the  prisoners  were  going  to  dinner,  a  North  Carolina,  guard  began  firing  a,t
one  of  them.  inflicting  a mortal wound  and wounding  three  others  in  the
Process.31
Perhaps  the  men  of  the  Thirty-sj±cth needed  more  action.    in any  case
they  got,  it.     From  June  11  t,o  June  21.  Draper  led  them  up  and  down  each  side
of  the  R&ppaliarmock  with  forty-nine  cava.laymen.    At  one  point  they got  int.o
a  successful  scrap with  Confederate  Cavalry.    Draper  called  this  action  the
''affalr  at Pierson's  farm.II    Of  the  Thirty-sixth  Draper  said,  ''the  gallantry
of  the  colored  troops...couid  not be  excelled.    They were  so  steady under
fire and  as  accurate  in  their movements  as  if they wel.e  on drill."    in addi-
Lion to winning  the little fracus  the  expedition brought back  to  Point  Look-
out  three  hundred  sevent;y-five  cattle.  one  hundred  sirty  horses  and  mules.
six hundred  contrabands  and quantities  of  farm machinery.32
In  July  the  thirty-sixth waLs  sent west;mard  to  take  part  in  the  Richmond
campaign.    On  the  t,hind  they arrived  at  Burmuda  Hundred  and  went  into  camp.33
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It res  some  time before  the North Carolinians did ang real fighting but
observant  generals considered  them "unsteady and unreliable.''    For  this rea-
son  Brigadier  General A.  Ames  commanding  the  second  division  of  the Eighteenth
Any  Corps.  of which the  Thirty-Sixth was a  part,  was  ordered  to  place aLmong
them,  dependable  troops to  "restore  confidence by their  presence.34
If the  confidence  of  the  North Carolinians needed restoring,  it was ba.ck
up  to  par by September  29.  when they  took part  in  the  action at  Chapin's Farm
and  New Market  Height,s near  the  James  River.    There  the  Thirty-sixth ran
across a  stream,  up a  slope,  and  through two  lines  of  obstructions,  to drive
entrenched Confederates  fran their  fortifications.35   As  the  charging Negroes
neared the  rebel line,  a  Confederate  officer  t'1eaped upon  the parapet,  waved
his  sword.  and  shouted.   'IIurrah,  ngr brave  men.'"    Private  James  Gardiner  of
the  Thirty-sixth,  outran his  comrades.  shot.  and then bayoneted the  officer.36
In  the  sane  action Corporal Miles  James,  one  of  Gardiner's  regimental  col-
1eg`ies.  had  his arm  shot  off  in the  charge but continued into  the  fortifica-
tions.  loading  and  firing  his  rifle  aLll  the way.37    Both  Gardiner38  and  James39
were  awaLrded  tbe  medal  of  Honor  for  their  heroism.
When  the  victory was won,  the  Thirty-sixth  had  lost  twenty-one  men and
five  officers  killed.  with  eighty-two  men wounded.ro    Chapin's Far.ii and Now
Market Heights  proved  to be  the  regiment's  last bloody action.  though two  men
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were  taken prisoner during the  fighting  at Fair Oaks and  the Dartytown  road,
October  27-28.  |864.41
The Thirty-Seventh  ( 1864)
The Thirty-seventh remained near Norfolk until April,  1864.  at  that  time
becoming  part  of  Butler's  folly  aperaLting  against Richaond.42    I.ending  at
City Point  as  part  of Hinks'  Third Division  on ELy 5,  1864.  the  regiment cos
stationed at Fort Powhatan;  moving  on the  thirteenth  into  the works at City
Point.43    0n  the  twenty-fourth  the  North CaroliniaLns were  quickly dispatched
to Wil§on's Wharf  on  the  James  to bolster  Union  strength  there.    Fitzhugh
I-ee  had attacked  the  place  that afternoon,  and though he was beaten  off ,  it
rag  feared  he would return.W   Apparently,  I.ee did not  come  back,  but  the
Thirty-seventh rermined  there  until the  twenty-eighth of Septenber when  they
moved  to  Harrisonls  Ianding.45
0n September 29.  the  Thirty-seventh took part  in the  divisional assault
which cost  the  Thirty-sixth  so  heavily at  Chapin's Fat.in.    The Thirty-seventh
did not  suffer  greatly.  losing only one  officer and three men killed and
sixteen wounded.46    In  the  October  27-28  action  at Fair  Oaks  and Darb]rtour}
Road  the  reginent  had  one  officer  and  one ran wounded.47
Before  the  end  of  18611 the  Twenty-fifth  Arny  Corps  had  been  organized
with Major  General  Godfrey Weitz}el  commanding.    The  corps  consisted  of  three
dlvlsions of  colored  soldiers.    Brigadier  General Charles  J.  Paine  cormnded
4|IEL.I  p.  lil.
42gE.  I,  33.  pp.  Iool,  1002.
43gE.  I.  36,  pt.  2.  p.  16j.
twQB.  I,  36.  pt.  3,  p.  182.
45:gB.  I.  42.  pt.  1.  p.  109.
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the  First  Division  of which  the  Thirty-seventh  was  a  part.    The  Thirty-
sixth  belonged  to  the  Tbird  Division  cormnded  by  General  Twtild.48
48gE,   I.  dy2,  pt.   3.   p.1126.
Chapter Ill
TIE  MOUNTAIN  REGIMENTS
Organization and EaLrly  Service
Western North Carolina was  t,he most fert.ilo portion  of the  state  in
Union  aympathies.    Shepherd  M.  Dugger  told  of a  night  in August,  1861.  when
he.  as  aL  six yeaLr  old  boy,  saw  eight  young men  from Banner Elk  slip away into
the  darkness  headed  for  service  in  the  Union  any.1   The  number  of men  like
Dugger' s  friends who  fled over  the  mountains  to Northern  ser`rice  is  unlmown.
but the  figure  could be as high as four thousand.2   It is also believed tha,t
slightly  over one  hundred eighty were  killed attexpting to  escape  to Union
lines.3   It was men of  this  sort who mde  their way  to  Knoxville  and on
October  6.  1863.  were  rmstered  into  Companies  A,  8,  and  C  of  the  Second  Not.th
Carolim  Mounted  Infantry.    Conpany E was  created  four days  later  in  the  same
:::::::rdig¥;)?]§:e:63W!== EEa±±E 9£ ±±S  B±±±9 E±±g9  (Barmer Elk :    Shepherd  M.
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torn.    Compa.nies  F  and  H,were  also  lmstered  in  on  October  6  at  Wa]ker's  Ford.
Tennessee.     Company  D  was  the  laLst,  filled,  being  orgariized  also  at,  Walker's
Ford  on  December  9,   1863.dy
The  Second was  origina,lly  called  the  First  North  Carolina  Mounted  Infan-
try.5   Apparently someone  got  the word  that .there  was  already  a  First  North
Ca,rolina  Infantry  on  the  ea,st  coast  and  changed  its  designation  to  the  Second
Mounted.    .Lthen  the  Second  Infantry was  organized  at  New  Bern.  one  month  after
the Kno3rville  rmster,  the  Western  North  Caroliniams were  either  overlooked  or
ignored.
On  Octob.er  16,1863,  GeneraLI  Ambrose  E.   Burnside.  then  cormnanding  the
Azny  of  the  Ohio,  ordered    the  Second  Haunted  to  Greenville.6    in November  a
Coofeder.ate  raiding  paLrty  appeal`ed  in  the  area  collecting  stock.    Approached
by Union  soldiers  of  the  Ninth Michigan  and  the  Second North  Carolina,  they
abandoned  the  animaLls  which were  driven  in  by  the  Second,  while  the  Michigan
troops  gave  chase  to  the  rebels.7
Otherwise  the  Second  created  little  attention  in 1863.    The  close  of
the year  found  then near  ELynardville  under  Captain jthdrev  J.  Bahney,  as
part  of  General  Orlando  8.  Wflcox's  Left Wing  Forces  in  the  Arny  of  the  Ohio.
This  aLrny  was  now  conmanded  by    14ajor  General  John  J.  Foster.  a  man who
seemed  to  appear  in  some  capacity wherever  North  Carolina  Union  soldiers
traveled.8
in  January  1864,  Brigadier  General  T.  T.  Garrard who  commanded  the
District  of  the  Clinch  at  Cuhoerland  Gap,  in which  the  Second  was  included,
4'Manarin.  £±±±£s,   See.   3.   p.1.
5QE,  I,   52.  pt.  1,  473.
6Ibid.
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found  that,  his  cavalry wa,a  in  need  of  horses  and  tuned a  greedy  eye  upon
the  Second  North  CaLrolina  Mounted,  which  was  mostly  dismounted  anyway.9    The
regiment  probably  numbered  about  two-hundred  twenty  men  at  this  t,ineLO  and
Garrard  estimated  t,hat  they  had  aLbout  thirty  horses.    B9cause  ''a  few  mounted
men  in  a  regiment  terid  to  demol.alize  the  renainder,  crest,e  confusion,  and
cause  straggling,"  the  General decided t,o  turn  their  horses  over  t,o  his
Cavaky.11
One  company  of  the  Second  (dismounted)  Mounted  celebrated Washington' s
bit.thday  in  the  custody  of  the  Confederate  Arny.    This  conpany  aLnd  the
Eleventh  Tennessee  (Union)  Cavalry were  ''stat,ioned at, ltyerman's  mll,"  some
"five  miles  east"  of  Cumberland  Gap when  they  arose  from  their  sleep  coha
pletely  sun.rounded.    All were  carted  away  to  pr.ison  except  for  seven  men
from  the  Second  who  escaped.12
By  march  15  GaLrrard  was  aLgain  out  of  horses,   there  being  only  two  in
his  whole  commaLnd.    The  North  Carolinians  were  still  dismounted.    Garrard
had  other  difficulties  to which  the  Second  contributed.    They and what,  remain-
ed  of  the  Eleventh Tennessee  Cavalry were  "without  discipline,  especially  the
latter regiment and.  with  their present organization,  of  little value."13
It was unfortunaLte  for  any  group  of  soldiers  to  be  ''of  little  value"  in
t,he  spring  of  1864.    Sherman  waLs  about  to  begin  his  march  through  Georgia
and,  as  a  part  of  his  hoards,  the  Arny  of  the  Ohio,  now  commanded  ty  General
John  M.  Schofield.  was  expected  to  make  a  contribution.    Perhaps with  this
in  mind  the  First  BrigaLde  (Garrard's)  of  the  Fourth Divisionm  received  a
9gE,I.  32.   pt.  2,  p.  233.
10gB,  I.  32.  pt.  3.  p.  74.
llgB,  I,  32,  pt,.  2,  p.  233.
128,  1'  32.  pt.  1'  p.  tyll.
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strict directive.    The  First  Brigade would
occupy  Cumberland  Gap,  and  keep  open  it,s  line  of  coral:unication
wit,h  its  depot  of  supplies  in  Kentucky.    The  Eleventh  Tennessee
Cavalry and  the  Second  North  Carolina  }¢ount,ed  Thfantry.   froul@
be  remounted  as  soon  as  horses   F5ould  be `acquired  and  there  was
enough  forage  t,o  feed  t,hem.    These  mounted  unit,s  woulE   then  pro-
tect  t,he  communication with  Knoxvi:Lie,  a.nd  scout  as  far  as  pro-
cticable  in  front  Of  Cunberland Gap,  keeping  infer.ior  forces  of
the  eneny at  a  distance  and  gaining  early and  accurate  inform-
at,ion  of  the  movements  of  any  superior  for.ce.
Schofield  added  that,  'lcunberland  Gap must  be  held  obst,inately,  and  raids
into  Kent,ucky  or  Pflddle  Termessee  prevented  as  far  as  possible  with  the
troops  of  the  First  Brigade.M15
This  wa,s  a  fair-ly  inportant  assigrment,,  but  the  original  North  Carolina
mountain  regiment  was  about  to  be  placed  i.n  the  shadows.    In  February Majpr
George  i,-„  Kirk  of  t,he  Second  }Jtount,ed,  was  given  authority  llto  raise  a  regi-
ment  of  troops  in  the  east,erin  front,  of  Termessee  and western part  of  "orth
Ca.rolina."    Kirk was  ''authorized  to  mount  his  regiment,  or  such  portion  of
it,  as  may  from  time  to  time  be  necessary,  upon  private  or  captured  horses.
This  regiment will  be  known  as  the  Third  Regiment  of  North  Carolina  Mount,ed
thfantry.W16    The  number  of  recruit,ing  officers  who  had  been  present  for
some  time  in  the  North  Caroli]ra  mountains  increased  as  the  year  18#+  pro-
gressedl7  and  by  June  Kirk  had  enough men  in  Fmorc\rille  to  organize  his  regi-
ment.    Ft.om that  time  onward  the  reginent did  not,  stop  growing  until  about
three  mont,hs  before  it was  mstered  out  at  the  end  of  the  war.18    This  can
be  explained  by  the  new  optimism which  prevailed  among  North  carolina
Unionist,s  in  1864-6319  and  by  Confederate  deserters  who  changed  sides.as
15ERE.,  p.  338.
16gE.   I,  52,  pt.  1,  p.  517.
17Joha  Preston  Arthur,   A !|±s±£±T:!£  2£ ±±±±±±±e:a  £B±±±=±a£  (Richmond:     Everett  Waddey
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Compeny  A  was  mustered  in  at  Xnoxvi]1e  on  June  11.     Companies  8.   C.  D.  E  and
F  were  filled  between  May  and  late  October  at  Knoxville  and  But.1s  Gap.
Tennessee.    Conpany  G was  mstered  in  From  June  11,   1864.  to  February  16.
1863,  at  the  same  two  locations.    February  16  rust  have  brought a  windfall,
for  all  of  Company  H was  also  organized  that  day  at  Knoxville.    ConpaLny I
appeared  between  mrch  6  and  sixteenth  and K  fran  May  13  t,o  sixt.eenth:  both
at  Knorvi||e.20
In  Cunberland  Gap  and  North  Carolina
(June,   186ly  -January` ,   1865)
It was  perhaps with  the  men  just, enlisted  in his regiment  that  Kirk  set
out  from  Morristown,  Tennessee,  on  June  13,  18611.    With  about  one  hundred
i,hirty men  he was  supposed  to  destroy  a  railroa,d bridge  over  the  Yadkin  River.
He  failed  in  this  objective  but  accorxplished  much  in  his  failure.    Mbrching
ty way  of  Bulls  Gap and  Greenville,21  Kirk  continued  through Washington  and
intci  Car.tor  County,  where  he  picked  up  North  Carolina  Unionist  Joseph V.
Franklin  t,o  guide  hin  on  the  other  side  of  the frountains.22    Crossing  into
North Carolina,  he  forded  the  linville  River  near Pineola.    On June  28 with
the  rising  sun,  Kirk  stood  outside  CaLmp Vance,  a  baLse  for  training  newly  con-
scripted Confederates.    A  truce  flag was  sent  in and  its  bearer  demnded  the
surrender  of the  caxp.23    The  Confederates  capitulated  giving  Kirk  two  hund-
red  seventy-seven  prisoners.    Some  were  par.oled  and  some  were  lost  along  the
20ELnar.in,   g=±±gs.   See.   3.   P.   2.
2lgB.I,  39.  pt.1.   p.  233.
22John  Prest.on  Arthur,  WLzgs±erm Eg=±b Carolirm:    A prstpry  (Asheville,1914) ,
p.   605.
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way,  but  one  hundred  thirty-two were  taken  to  Knorille.24   Tthatever  else  he
was,  and  the  mounta,in  Confedera,tes  called  him many  things,  George  W.  Kirk
was  a,1so  daring.    After  burning  the  camp  it  had  been his  intention  to  com-
mandeer  a  train a.t  the  end  of  the  tracks  near  Morganton  and with  it move  his
command  to  Salisbury,  where  he  hoped  to  capture  the  prison  and  release  the
Union  soldiers  incarcerated  there.25    This  beca.me  inpossible  as  the  .news  of
his  presence  became  knorm.    The  train  and  depot  were  cap+ur.ed  and  destroyed
nevertheless.    Also  destroyed  at  Camp  Vance  were  Wcormissa.ry  buildings,1,ZOO
small  arms  with  armnunition,  and  3,000  bushels  of  grain.W    in  addition  to  the
prisoners  Kirk  took with  him  1132  negroes  a.nd  48  horses  and  mules.W    He  also
picked  up  forty men  for his  regiment.    Kirk  left the  state  5m a leisurely
manner,  crossing  the  Catawba,  River  and  canping  near  it  that  night.    The  nerct
morning ,  the  twenty-mint,h,  the  Federals  were  attacked  at  Brown ltountain  about
ltfourteen  miles  from Morganton."    Talking  cover  Kirk  and  his  men  placed  their
prisoners  as  human  shields  before  them.    Th  this  manner,  one prisoner  was
killed  and  one wounded  before  the  Confederates  withdrew.    Kirk  then  continued
on his  way  over  the  mountains,  making  ca,mp  at  Ripshin  Ridge.    On  the  follow-
ing  morning  the  Confederates  tried  again.    On  this  occasion  'lKick  took  twenty-
five menw  and  retraced  his  steps  a  short distance.    In  this  affair  Colonel
+I,`Jaightstill Avery  and  an  elderly Morganton  man  received  mortal wounds.    'With-
out jtwery  the  Confederates withdrew and  Kirk  returned  to  Termessee without
further  opposition.26    then he  conpleted  his  journey,  his  command  had  suffered
one  man  killed  a.nd  six  wounded.2?
2trgE.   I.  39,  pt.  1,  p.   234.
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1,tend  of  Kirkl s  su@f=essful  raid  reached  Genera,i  Sherman  Campaigning  near
Atla.nta.    To  Schofield  he  wrote.   I'Please  convey  to  Colonel  G.  L.  Kirk  the
assurances  of my appreciat,ion  of  the  services  rendered  by hin  in  his  late
expedition."    But  Sher.man  Has  not  entir'ely happy with  l[irk.    in  the  sa,me
message  he  added,   llyou ray  encourage  him  a.11  you  cam,  more  in  organizing  t,he
element  in North  Carolina  hostile  to  Jeff  Davis  rather  than  in  undertalcing
those  hazardous  expeditions. w28
Hazardous  though  it was ,  Kirk's  raid  may have  been more  important  than
Sherma`n  or  Schofield  realized.    The mountain  people  were  becoming  daily more
disenchanted  with  the  ConfederaLcy,  and  now  it was  obvious  that  the  government
could  not  protect  them.29    If  Kirk  could  march  all  the  way to  Morgant,on unde-
tected,  what,  they may have  wondered,  was  to  stop  a  large  arny  fran  cowing
over  and  staying?
In  October,  Confederate  Brigadier  General John  C.  Vaughn  crossed  into
East  Tennessee  from Abingdon,  Virginia.    On  the  eleventh he  decided  to  attack
t,he  Federals  at  Bulls  Gap,  where he  believed  there  was  only  llKirk's  battalion
of  cavalry and  some  one  hundred  day's  men."    Perhaps  Kirk  a.nd  friends  retreated
before  the  Confederates  adva,nco,  for  in  lat,er  report,s  Vaughn  said  that he
victoriously  fought Yankees,  on  the  turelfth.  at  Blue  Springs  and  Greenville.30
If  Kirk  did withdraw.  he was  back  in  Bulls  Gap with  an  estimated  four hundred
men  on  the  eighteenth.31
In  November  of  186£1  General  George  Stoneman  communicated  to    Schofield
a  plan which  he  had  i,o  drive  the  Confederates  out  ot  East  Tennessee  and  open
a  path  into  North  Carolina  or  Virginia,  by which  route  St,oneman  already
28Ibid.
29Arthur, 92rty'  P.  162.
30gE,  I,  39,  pt.  1,  p.  j65.
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dreamed  of  taking  his  cavalry   to  Salisbury and  elsewhere  according  t,o  cir-
cunsta,noes.    Schofield  was  receptive  to  Stoneman's  driving  the  Confederates
as  fa,r  int,o  Virginia  a.s  he  could,  destroying  the  salt;works  at,  Saltvi]|e  and
cutting  the  railroad which  ran from Bristol  to fyfythville?2  The  rest would
have  to wait  Wuntil  affairs  here,      £NashvillE   I take  more  definite  shape.W33
Stoneman  set  out,  and  the  Third  North  Carolfua  Mounted  played  a  role  in
his  operation.    Then  in KnoAville  it was  sent to  Point  of  Rocks  ty way  of
Sevierville  and assigned  the  task  of holding  the  mountain passes  into North
Carolina  until  the  rebels  were  driven  out  of  East  Tennessee.    Kirk was  a:Lso
to  comb  the  hills  clearing  it  of  Confederates.    Stoneman was  successftLl` in
his  southwestern  Virginia  raid  and,  the  la.st  of  DecembeB res  ready for  other
things'34
+vthile  the  Third  Regiment  was  riding  about  in  North  Ca.rolina,  the  Second
Mounted was  still  at work  in  Cunberland  Gap.    On  January  28.  1865,  Lieutenant
Colonel  tv'J.  C.  Bartlett,  commanding  the  Second,  reported  to  Brigadier  General
Tillson  commanding  the  Fourth  Division,  Twerty.-thirid  Arngr  Corps ,  that  a  pa,rty
from his  regiment  had  just  returned  from an  expedition.    Led  ty  I.ieutenant
J.  I\J.  Jermings  this  group  had  killed  twelve  Confederate  guerrillas,  wounded
several,  and  brought back  ten  others  captured.    They  also  brought,  in  forty
horses  "hich were  probably  used  ty the  men  of  the  Second  Mounted.
After sending his first  report,  Bartlett, later  on  the same day sent
another  on the  subject  of  the  expedition.    The rmmber  of  guerrillas  kined
had  grown  from  twelve  to  I'between  20  and  2j.W    Bartlett    then  a.dded what  rqay
be  a  significant  stateriient,  nmy  orders  are  to  shoot,  a  guerrilla wherever  and
whenever  (he)  is  found,  and  not  to  take  prisoners  on any  a.ccount.M35
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Chapter  IV
BACK   IN  TEE  EAST
In  the  Shadow  of  Deatb
The  new year  of  1864 found bot,h Ea.stern  North Carolina  regiments  distri-
buted in various  towns  and districts.    In  his  January report.  Gen©ra].  Benjamin
F.  Butler,  too  had  I.eplaced  Post,er  as  cotimar]der  of  t,he  Department  of Virginia
and  Nor.th  Carolina,   showed  a  detachment  of  the  Second  North  Carolina  attached
to  the  One  Hundred  and Thirty-second  New  York  under  Colonel  Peter  J.  Claasen
stationed  in  the  fortifications  of  New  Bern.    Another  detachment,  commanded
by lieutenant  Isaiah Conley,  was  in the  sub-district  of Albermarle.    The  re-
mainder  of  the  Second was  at,  Beaufort  under  Capt,aim  Charles  H.  Foster.1
The  detachment  from  the  Second  North  Carolina  serving  in  the  earthworks
at  New  Bern  proved  to  be  Coxpany F.    New  Bern was  protected  by  fortifications
stretching  across  from  the  Neuse  to  the  Trent.2    Colonel  Claasen  commanded
1gE,   I,   33.   p.   484..   485.
2Barrett,  ££±±± WL±= ia ¥2=±E Carolina.  p.  202.
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that portiori  of  the line at Batchelder's  Creek between  the Jltlantic  and North
Carolina  Railroad  and  the  Neuse  River.    Very  carly  on  the morning  of  Febru-
ary 1.  Claasen's  pickets  were  driven  in  by a  Confederate  force.    The Union
soldiers  destroyed  the bridge  to  prevent  their  crossing.    The  Confederates
did  not  attempt any further advance until  a  fog-shrouded daybreak when two
regiments  crossed  the  creek  on  some  trees  thrown across  it.    The  attacking
party was  stopped  a,nd the  Federals  had  little  trouble keeping  them  out  of
the  entrenchment,s.
At  5:30,  the  time  of  the  attack,  Claasen  sent  General  1}  N.  Palmer  the
first  of ten dispatches which he wrote  in  the next four  and  one-half hours.
In his  first message  Claasen merely reported  that he was  under  attack and
asked  for artillery to match  that of  the  enerv.    Forty-five minutes  later
he  sent  another note  sa.ying  he was  confident he  coul.d  drive  them back.    Jlt
7:05  he  believed  them about  to  retreat  and  plarmed  to  pursue when  they did
so.    fha hour  later  they had  not  retreated,  and  Claasen was  becoming  slightly
discouraged.    He  thanked Pa]mer  for his  aid,  probably  the  a,rtillery requested,
and  added that  it he were  not victorious  he would  retreat  in  good  order.
At  8:25  Claasen  saw  the light,  or  rather  he  saw  the  rmltitudes  of  George  E.
Pickett  and  Robert  F.  Hcke.3    The  thro  brigades  had  merely kept  him  occupied
while  .the bridge Has  repaired  for the  rest  of  the  arty  t,o  cross.4    For twenty
minutes  after  his  horrible  discovery,  Claa,sen held  his  ground.  then warmed
Palmer  to  prepare  for an attack  on New Ben  as  he was  in retreat.5    in this
exercise   he  got no  help  from Hoke  and  Pickett.    After  a hard  fight
he  reached  lN-ew  Bern  but  not  with his  entire  corrmand.
3QE,   I,  33,  pp.   93-96.
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Ba.ck  in  the  entrenchments  Claasen  had  placed  a  sma,11  force  on his  extreme
right  at  a  place  called  Beech Grove.    Posted  there was  I.ieutenant Sa,muel
Leith  of  the  One  Hundred  and  Thirty-second  Now  York with  fourteen men  fron
his  our  regiment  and  the  fifty-seven  members  of  Company  F,  Second  North  Car-
olina.    During  the battle  Claasen sent  t;wo  couriers  to  tell  Leith  to fall
back  along  the  1..vTashington  road  if  the  enengr  crossed  the  creek.     On  the  roa,d
he  would meet  some  infantry  and artillery,  whereupon  he was  to  use  his  c"m
judgment,  only being  sure  to  get  back  to  New Ben with  his  men.    Both  cou-
riers  were killed  and  Claasen's  orders  were  taken  from  the  body  of  one  of
t,hem.    Uhhaoun  to  Chaasen.  the  artillery and  infantry which he mentioned
joined  Leith  a,t,  Beech  Grove.    A  Captain  Bailey  of  t,he  Ninty-ninth  New York
superseded  the  lieutenant  in  colnmand,  and  it, was  he who  surrendered  the
ent,ire  force  when  the  rebels  found  them  all  alone  at  Beech  CTrove.6
`
The action  at  Batche±;der's  Creek was  part  of  a  three-pronged  land
attack  in  cooperation 1.rith  a  naval  expedition.7    The  Confederates  were not
so  fortunate  in  other parts  as  they were  in attacking  Claasen.    Their thir-
teen  thousand-rrian§rforce  withdrew  from  around  t,he  town  on  February  3.9    Pickett
returned  to  the  Arngr  of  Northern  Virginia,,  +.Thile  Hoke  remained  with  the  arrr]y
in  Ea.stern  North  Carolina.10
`/
Most,  of  the  iiien  Captured  at  Batchelader's  CI`eek  were  soon  enroute  to
Confederate  prisons,  but  t;wenty-two  from  Conpany  F  escaped detention  for  a
harsher  fate.    7,then the  Confederates  learned  that  they were  deserters  from
the  rebel any,  they  took  their  former  cormades  in  armis  no  farther  than Kinston.
6g#.'  p.  68.
7EE±.'  p.  63.
8Earret.I,  £±±± :±±r,  P.  203.
9Ibid.
1°RE.,  p.  207.
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A  court  martial was  held,11  but.  in  1866  when  the  Unit.ed  St,ates  Goverrment
conducted an  investigation  of the  incident,  no records  of  the  trial  could
be found.12    The  Favetteville  Observer's February  8  issue  stated that  tvs
memtx5rs  of  Conpany F  had  already  been  executed  and  others were  being  tried.
Armrent,ly General Peck  did not  lmow  of  the  cour.t martial then  sitting
at Fayetteville  when  on  FebruaLr.y  13.  he  addressed  a  letter  to Pickett,  who
was  t,hen back  in  Petersburg.    In  it  he  enclosed  the  naliies  of  the  fifty-three
men  from  Conprny  F  and  asked  thaLt  the  same  treatment.  be  accorded  them  as  was
given  to  other  prisoners  of war.13    h answer  Pickett  sent  the  following
taunt,lng reply :
the  list,  of  53  which you have  so  kindly  furnished me  will  enable
me  to  bring  to  justice  many who  have  up  to  tiuls  time  escaped  their
just  deserts.    I  herewith  return  to you  the  names  of  those who
have  been  tried and  convicted by  court mart,ial  for  desertion flron
the  Confederate  service  and taken with  arms  in  hand,   'du]i)r  enlist-
:rerut¥a:::ik:.t:n::T#¥;es;ugm.:f¥¥#vebeenduly
Your  letter and  list will,  of  course,  prevent  any mercy being
shown  any  of  t,he  remaining  number,  should  proper  and  just  proof
be  brought,  of  their  having  deserted  the  Confederate  color.s,  many
of  these  men  pleading  in  extenuation  that  they  have  been  forced
into  the  ranks  of  the Federal  Government.
Extending  to  you ingr thanks  for your  opportune  list,  I  remin,
very respectfully,  your  obedient  servant,.15
While  Picket,t was thanking  Peck  for  his  cooperation.  General  Butler  at
Fort  Monl`oe  was  showing  his  concern  for  the  North  Carolinians.    He  instruct,ed
Peck  to  send a  message  to  Pickett  disclaiming any  belief  that  the  men  fran
llEL..  p.  213.
12gB.   11.   6,   pp.  993-99tr.
13gE.   11,   8,   p.  903.
LlyDavid  Jones,  J.  L.  Haskett,.  John  L.  StaLnley,  I.ewis  BryaLn,  mtchell  Busick,
William  Irving.  Amos  Arnyette.  Joha  J.  Beck,  WilliaLm  Jones,  Ijewis  Freeman,
William  Haddick,  Jesse  Sunlrerlin.  Andrew  J.  Britteau.  Calvin  Hoffman,   Stephen
Jones.  Josepth  Block.  Lewis  Taylor,  Charles  Cuthrell,  William  H.  Daughtry,
John  FreemaLn,  Elijah  Kellun,  William  J.  Hill.
139E.   I.   33.  p.  867-868.
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the  Second would be  harmed btlt.  just  in  case.  Peck was  to  tell Pickett  that
Butler res holding eight officers as hostages in the  event that retribution
was  visited  upon  Conpeny F.16
0n February  20.  Peck  communicated Butler's words  to  Picket,t.    He  had
not, yet received Pickett's  messaLge  of  the  seventeenth  telling  of  t,he  executions
of  the  twenty-two.  but  he  had  cone  into  possession  of a  copy  of  the  February 8
Favetteville  Qb.semrer which he  had  sent  to  Butler and which  had been  the
instance of his instmictions.
Pickett's  answer  to  Uhion  threats  of man  for man  e3recution.  was  that  for
each Confederate  so  treated he wo`m  hang  ton un.ted States  soidiers.17
Fortunately for  the  prison population  the Federals  did not hang any prisoners
im  retaliation.    Peck's final communication  to Pickett was  one  of resignation
and high moral lndlgnat,ion at what had  taken  place.    He  told Plckett  that
such behavior was the  "best  evidence  of  the veak  aLnd  crumbling  condition  of
the  ConfederaLcy.    The  friends  of  the  Uhion  everywhere  truly  interpret  these
signs  of  madness  aLnd  recklessness,  and  aLre  now  making  one  grand  rally  for
the  utter  overthrow and final  e3ctinction  of all  treason.WL8
The  hand  luck  of  the  Second North Carolina iras  not  over after Pickett's
retrea,t fran New Bern.    It is  likely that the depart,ure  of this Confederate
general of questionable  talents  corihibuted to  their misfortune.   Robert F.
Hake  rae  only a  twenty-seven year.  old Brigadier  GeneralL9 but,  judging  fran
performance,  he was a  better  soldier  than Plckett.    Iieft  to  do  the  job Plckett
had  not been able  to  do,  Hake  turned  his  over  ten  thou§aLnd men on  little
16EL.,  p.  863.
]7EEL..  p.  569.
18EL..  pp.  367.  368.
19RE..  pp.  869.  87o.
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Plymout,h,  where  Brigadier  General  TT,`J.  r[.  Wessells  commanded  about  2.83dy  Union
troops.20    Situted  on  the  south  ba.nk  of the  Roanoke,  Plymouth uns  ringed
ty  strong  entrenchments ,  While  four  gunboat,s  under Lieutenant  Commander
FTusser  patro.J.led  the  river.2L    Jifter  ehiisting  the  help  of  the barely  com-
pleted ran Albei"rle I-Joke began  his  attack  on  P|}mouth  on  J\pril  17.
Companies  a  and  E  of  the  Seccnd  NGrth  Carolina  commanded  by  Captains
Thomas  I.  Johason  and  Calvin  Hoggard were  in  the  entrenchments  at  Plgrnouth.
Step by  step  Hoke  captured  redoubts,  forts,  and  ba.t,t,eries  while  Wessells'  men
surrendered  or  retired  into  entrenchments  not yet  taken.    On  the  morning  of
the nineteenth  the  Albe]marle  sank  or drove  off  all  of  the  Union vessels,
and  Plprouth was  surrounded.    In  the  naval  action  North  Carolina  Unionists
lost an  old  friend.    Lieutenant-Commander  Flusser died  on  the  deck  of  the
±E±±,  killed by a  rebounding  shell which he  himself fired.22
Ty'j-ith  the  rebels  all  around  them,  morale  sagged  in  the  t;wo  ltrorth  Carolina
companies.    That  night  many  slipped  away  in  the  darhaess  by way  of  canoes,
to  be  picked  up  in  safety by the  Union boats  in  Albermarle  Sound.    The four
officers  and 162 men "ho  rermined  being made  prisoners  on  the following  day
when Wessells  surrendered  to  Hoke.    J\long with  the  other  prisoners  they were
marched  tow&]irci  Tarboro,  the  prisoners  were  halted  and  the  ranks  searched  for
deser.bers  fran the  Confederate  any.    Some were  singled  out  and  separated
frau  their  fellow.Ts.24    Others  avoided  detection  by  taking  false names  and
2°Barmett,  £!±E± &|±:: j±± EE9:=±E  Carolina,  P.   220.
21gE,   I.   33,  p.  301.
22EEE9± Observer May  9,   1864/.
23gE,   I,  33.  pp.  226-301.
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claining  to  belong  to  one  of  the  Northern regiments  also  represented  in  the
dejected  group.2j    Those  taken  away did not  Pet,urn,  and  their  comrades  sup-
posed    then to have  been  shot.26    Jifter this  stop   the  rna.rch  continued  to
Tarboro,  where  the  prisoners  boa.rded  a,  train  for drea.ded  indersonville.27
JIfter  Batchelfher' s  Creek  and  Plymouth,  the  Second  North  Carolina was
sadly   depleted.    Only  Companies  A  a.nd  C  remained  inta.ct,  and  their  morale
was  understandably low.    Th  February these  survivors  t^rere  'stationed  at
Beaufort  under  cormiand  of  Captain  Charles  H.  Foster.    At  that  tine  another
Confederate   force  advanced    on  Beaufort  in  conjunction with   Pickett's  attack
on  New  Ben.    Colonel  James  Jourdan  of  the  One  Hundred  Fifty-eighth  New York
commanded  there.    He was  forced  to  Pet,rest,  first  to  Carolina  City,  where  he
dug  entrenchments  only  Ilo  be  compelled  to  retreat  once  more.  this  time  to
I`forehead,  where more  trenches  were  dug.    At  that  point,  Picket,t  called  off
the  attnack  and Jourdam's  troubles  were  over.    In his  report  Colonel  Jour.dan
ac!mowledged his  gratitude  to  Foster and his  men  for  l'the  valuable  services
they rendered  in  completing  the  defenses  of  I.`forehead  and the  cheerful  eKe-
cution  of all duties  assigned  to    them."28
ESr April  22.  the  men  of  the  Second  North  Carolina  were  no  longer  cheer-
ful.    I)eath  in  the  form  of a  hangman's  noose  cast  its  shadow  over  them.
Colonel  Edward  H.  Ripley was  the  commander  a.i  frorehead.     The  Colonel's  April  22
cornmmication with  General  Peck  indicates  that  he  underst.ood  their  fear  and
syxpathized with them.    ''1  cannot  place  the  least dependence  on  them  or  the
defense  of  Beaufort  or  any  other  place,"  he  wrote.    nThey  are utterly  demor-
alized  and iiTi]| noJu-u  fig.ht.    Indeed,  they are  already looking  to  the  swaxps
2jgfl.,  p.  24+3.
26EEE„  p.  40.
27gE,  I,  33,  p.  300.
28g2±. ,  pp.  78-80.
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for  the protection  they have  so  far  failed  of  getting fran  our  government.W
Th  the  event  that  lvforehead was  attacked he  thought  the  North  Carolinians
would  be  of no  use.    Under  the  circumstances  he  thought  it would  be  best  i,o
send  them to  Fort  I.facon,  where  they wound  be  ''out  ot  harm's  way."    Ripley
indicated  that  he would  send  then to  the  Fort  the  nesfo  day  "whatever  the
final  disposition made  of  i,hem. H29
The  ranks  of the  First  Reginent,  were  not untouched  tEr the  events  of  the
past  fen months.    Jlt lvashington  Colonel  lilcchesney watched  as  demoralization
struck  iLthe  hitherto  staunch  and faithful  Corpany  I,.    I'.Icthesney's  confidence
in  them was  so  undermined  that, he  feared  they might  desert  t,o    the  Confed-
eracy.    General  I.  N.  Palmer  thought  their  fea.rs  Wsilly and  shameful"  but
General  Palmer,  ii`  captured,  did not  face  the possibility  of  a  trait,or's
death  at   the  end  of a  rope.    Pairtler  had  l'but  little  confidence  in these  North
Carolina  troops  when    they  are  menaced  by  a very    superior  force.    They  recol:Lect
the  fate  of  t,hose  recently hanged  at  Kinston,  and  the wives*  sisters,  and
children  of  those  victims  haunt us  daily."30
The  fandlies  of  the  ltorth  Carolinians,  always  a  chore,  were  now  proving
i,o  be  a  burden.    Before  the batile  of  Plymouth  i,heir wives  and  children had
to  be  evacuated  to  Roanoke  Island  tor the  transport Hassasoit.31    -.r¥Jith  Hoke
now adva`ncing  toward  't+.itashington,  Pa]mer  had  the  added  responsibility  of  caring
for the  fanjli6s  of  some  of his  soldiers  in  the midst  of  preparations  for  a
battle.32
Realizing  that  he  could  not, hold  i.'Jashington,  Pa]mer  decided  to  give  the
town  to  Hoke without  a  fight.    Hi  doing  so he  sought  to  hold  his  civilian
problem  to  a  mininun.     On I-\.pril  26,  he  ordered  the  commander  at  Washington,
29EE¥. ,   p.p.   768~7[!~9.
3°EEE.,  p.  96o.
31Kellogg,  Es±§± Prisons,  p.  27.
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Brigadier  General Edward Harland,  to  send  Company  L out  first.  with  their
families and  any  one  else  who  sought  ref`ige behind  his  lines.    At  the  same
time Harland was  instructed to  keep his  objective  to  himself .  not  letting
the Washingtonians  lmow  they were  being  aLbandoned.    Two  days  later  Palmer
reported  to  Fort  Monroe  that  Coxpany  I. had  aLrrived  in  New  Bern bringing
"with  then  some  300 women  and  children."    He  also  took  this  opportunity  to
further air  his  views about  the  Carolina  regiments  saying they were  ''a
great drag upon us  at a  time  as  this."    Ilo  texporarily quartered  the wonen
and  children  in  the  hospitals  at  Beaufort  and Mbrehead  City.33
By the  thirtieth of April.  all  of  the  Union  troops were  removed from
"ashington.  and  Hake  moved  into  a bun.ned and pillaged  town.    After  the  evacu-
ation became  haown.  stealing began  on a  small  scale.    By  the  twenty-eighth  pil-
]aging was  general,  and  on  the  last  day  of  the Federa.1  occupation,  a  fire was
started ty a  person or  persons  unknorm.    It quickly  spread through the  streets
leaving  the  town  in  ruins.    On ELy  30.  an arny board.  of  investigation,  meeting
at  New Bern.  condemned  each and  every  unit  of  the  Federal  amry which  had  been
stationed at Washington.    Conpany  lj was  included ty name  in  this  group but
should  not  have  been.    The  ''instances  of  theft''  which began  on  the  afternoon
J  of  the  twenty-seventh  occurred  sirmltaneously with  the  enbarkation  of  the
cavalry  conpany  for  New Bern.34   Any  participation  ty  Conpany  I. would  have  been
minor  as  the  cavair]7men were  gone  when  the  genera.i  destruction began.
The Cloed8 nft
After  taking Washington,  Hoke  prepared  for  an  offensive  against  New Bern.
and  for Union  forces  in Eastern  North  Carolina.  the  daLys  ahead  looked  dark.
The  officers were  still worried about  the morale  of  the  North Carolinians.
33RE..  p.1olo. 34ERE..  pp.  311,  312.
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and  on  itay  2,  Ehitler  suggested  that  Pa]mer  send  the  remainder  of  the  Second
l\l-orth  Carolha  to  Norfolk and  safety.35    This  proved  to  be  irmecessary,  for
Pa]mer  received unexpected  and  indirect  aid  frchi  the J\.may  of  the  Potomac.
-iJhile  Hoke was  taking  P]i}mouth  and  Washington,  General  Grant was  fighting
rtobert  E.  Lee  from  the  i,.fildermess  to  Co:Ld  Harbor.    while  the  Northern  armor
was  losing  almost  thrice  as  many  men  as  the  Southern.  Lee was  losing  a  far
greater  percentage  of his  force.36    on  }``Iay 4.,  Presiderfu  Davis  issued  an  order
for  the  return  of Hokels  a]ny  to  Virginia.37    On    the night  of  october  27,
the jHbermarle was destroyed at  Plymouth,38  and  the thion  forces  returned
to  the   territory they had  so lately left.    It liras  the last  time  during the
1.rap that  the  Federal  presence  in  Eastern North  Caroljma was  threatened.    ty
May 10,  Pa:liner  felt  that  the  pressure,  for  the  moment,.  ihJas  over.    He  decided
to  send most  of  the  First  North  Carolina  to  Colonel  James  Joumdan  in  the
subrdistrict  of  Beauford  TRThere  the  Second  Had  been  for  sometime  and where
the  latter  regimeut' s  strength was  again five  conpanies.39
Two  coxpanies  of  the  First  E\Tordh  Carolina,  were  at, Hatteras.    The  eight
on  the miriLand (were rc%iniiis.i  of)about  sijc hundred men  at  this  time,  a]|  of
whom were  drilled as  artillerist,s.    They v.rere  to  be  placed  at  Fort lvlacon  and
in  lviorehead  City  under  the  command  of  Colonel  James  ]i£.  Hcchesney.    Mcchesney
was  to  see  their families  sarfe]y settled,  at,   which  tinre  Palmer  believed  the
REorth  Carolinians  would  I'be  as  staunch  as  a]ny men  we  have.n     If,  However,
their actions  did not  satisl|r Jourdan  as  to   their usefu]mess,  Pa:haer would
35gE.   I.  51,  pt.  2.  p.  1289.
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send  them to  Norfolk.40    Evidently  Jourdan was  satisfied,  for  this  disposition
of  the  North Carolirm  tr.oops  stayed  more  or  less  the  same  for  the  reminder
of  1864.
Company  L.  with  a  number  of  Northern  troops.   got  awaLy  on  a  small  excur-
sion  through Pollocksville,  Young's  Cross-Roads,  and  Jacksonville  in  the
latter pert  of June.4L   Othendse,  it was a  time  of relative quiet,  which
was.  no  doubt,  good  for  jangled  nerves.
409B,   I.  36,   pt.  2.  pp.  621,   627.
dyl9B.   I,   4,o,   p.  218.
Chapter  V
FINISHING  THE  JOB
Eastern Soldiers are  Left  Behind
From the  beginning.  men  on both  sides  her  hopefully predficted  the  end of
the  war  from  time  to  time.  but  the  new year  made  such  predictions  seem more
plausible.    Sherman  haLd  just  completed his march  to  the  sea  and was  about
to  start  through the  Carolinas.    On January  15,  a  combined  land  and  sea
force  under  General Alfred H.  Terry  and  Rear  Admiral  David D.  Porter  took
Fort Fisher.1    Soon after,  General John A.  Schofield  arrived with  20,000
veterans  from  the Western  Army  of  General  George  H.  Thomas.    Schofield
Stopped  at 1.thlmington  to  help  Terry  take  that  city,  then  assumed  cormand  of
all  troops  in  the  department.2
In  the  reorganizational  shake-up that  followed  Schofield' s arrival and
the  orders  and  counter  orders  aLs  he  moved  toward  Goldsboro,  it  is  hard  to
]Bruce  Catton,  a!srm ga±± BeE£±±=ge±  (New  York:    Doubleday  &  Company,  Inc.
1965),  p.  tri7.
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keep  track  of the  First,  North  Carolina,  which  in  January  absorbed  the  Second
Reginent.3
Being  unable  to  move  on  Goldsboro  from i,,`fflmingt,on,  Schofield  reinforced
Pa.]mer  at  New Bern  and  ordered  him to move  toward  Kinston with his  entire
command.£}    i3ut  Palmer  did  not  prepare  to  take  his  entire  cormiand.    His
Special  Orders  Number  51  left  one  coupany  of  the Seventeenth I\fassachusetts
Vo-J.uriteers  at Beaufort  and  i,he  First  North  Carolina  at  Fort  lifacon.5    Pa]mer
also  cormiitted ariother  sin.    He was  still  at  New Bern when  Schofield  thought
he  shouid  have  been  in  Kinston.    Consequently,  on  February  25,  the  commanding
general  serfu  General  Jacob D.  Con  to  replace  Pa]mer  and  get  the  arny  moving.6
0n  his  arrival,  Cex  created  the  Provisional  Corps  fran Pa]mer's  t,Poops.
lie  th`an  separated  the  Provisional  Col-ps  into  i;wo  divisions.  one  cormmnded
by  Pa]mer  and  the  other  try  Brigadier  General  S.  P.  Carter.    Company I.  of  the
First  lTorth  Carolina was  assigned  to  Carder's  clivision,7  but  reports  in  the
following  weeks  show  it  connected  with  Pa]mer.
Special  Orders  Nuniber  59,  issued  ty Palmer  on  February  28,  ale.ter  Cex
assunied  cormand,  stated  that  all  of   the  First  }\Torth  Carolina  would  be  located
at  lforehead  City  except  one  corrlpany which would  garrison  3eaui`ord.8    Fror,1
this  order  and  from  subsequent  reports  which  i-iiention  only  Company  L,  it
may be  inferred  that  only  the  cavalry  coupanny was  a]|owed  to  participate
in    the  coming  advert.Lures.
Schofield  began his  advance  in  early I.farch.    He met, his  fi.Pst  resis-
tance  at  i,`jise's  Forks  1.there  Confederate  Generals  Bragg  and  lrloke  Halted.    A
3}Ianarin,  g±±±gg,   see.   3,  p.1.
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battle  ensued which  ended  on lfarch  10 with  the  Confederates  in  retreat.9
This battle,  referred  to  as  the  Battle  of Kinston,  merely  slowed Schofield
down.    He  had  t,o  repair  ''the  railroad bridge  over  the  Nuese  River  at  Kinston
aLnd  bring  up  pontoons  for  a  wagon  crossing."1C'
A  part  of  Schofield's  arty  under  Couch,  was  stranded at Trenton  on  the
wrong  side  of  the  Trent River.    On  the  tenth  the  conmanding  General  sent  for
a  detachment  of  the  First  North  Carolina.  which  had been  left behind.    The
detachment,  conmanded ty  Captain  J.  J.  Mclane  was  ordered  up  the  Trent,
aboard  the  steaner gepe±a± Shep|e][,  where  the  North Carolinians would provide
meaLns  for  Couch  to  cross  the  river.    The  detachment  got  undertray  but  did not
reach  TI.enton  before  being  ordered  to ®turn  to  New  Bern,  Couch  having  some-
how  gotten  himself across.1l
Because  Joe  Johnston  scraped  the  bottom  of  the  Confederate  personnel
barrel  for  the  Battle  of  Bentonville,  Schofield marched  on  to  Goldsboro with
little  difficulty.    On  March  21.  the  ConfederaLte  commander  there  marched
away  allowing  Schofield  to  march  in.    On  the  twenty-third  Terry  and  Sherman
also  arrived.]2    Schofield's  arny was  then  incorporated  into  Sherman's  and
moved  out with  him  from  Goldsboro  in  pursuit  of  Johnston  on  April  6.13    Since
there  is  no  information  to  the  contrary  and  the  last  news  of  ConpaLny  I had
them with  Schofield.  it  is assured  that  they were  still with Sherman's al.ny
when  Johnston  sur.rendered.
On June  27  all  coxpanies  of  the  First North  Carolina  Infantry were
mustered  out  at  New Bern.14
9Barrett,  £±]E±± -fa,  pp.  287-290.
10EL.
llgB,  I,  ly7.  pt.  2.  p.  768.
12BaLrrett.  g±H±± r!ngt  p.  3W.
]3IEL..  p.  370.
14Manarin,  8]±±§g,   see.  3,   p.   1.
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When  General.  George  Stonernan  started  on  his  raLid  of  March,  1865.  the
First  and  Second  North  Carolina  Mounted  In fa.ntry were  part  of  his  colrmand.
Stoneman  had  previously  ordered  Brigadier  General Davls Tillson  to  use  his
division  in  protecting  the  raider's rear.    In  accordance with these  orders
Tillson  directed  Colonel  Kirk  to  take  his  regiment,  and  the  Second  Mounted
to  Boone  ''to  hold  Deep  and Watanga  Gaps."13    Kirk waLs  to  barricade  the  ]foat
Camp road  which  provided  passage  through  State  Gap  and  also  block  an unnamed
road  tbrough Sanpson  Gap  located between  I)eep  and Watauga  Gaps.L6
Stonemn  passed  through  Boone  on  March  28  and  on April  5,  Kirk  left
Tennessee,  arriving  in  Boone  on April  6.    From  there  he  sent ifejor  Bahney
witb  t,he  Second  Mbunted  Infantry  to  Deep Gap  aLnd  ELjor Rollins with  t;wo  hun-
dred men  fron  the  Third  Mounted  t,a Watauga  Gap.    The  remaining  four  hundred
and  six men  of  Kirk's  Reginent  stayed with  him in  Boone.]7    Kirk  established
his  headquarters  in  the  home  of  J.  I).  Councill and was  soon  very unpopular
with  his  chosen  hosts.    Mrs.  Councill was  not  aLllowed  to  leave  her  room
while  the  men  of  the  Third  Mounted  trampled  and  littered  the  grounds.18
A]l  three points  occupied ty Kirk's men were  fortified.    In Boone  the
Courthouse was  turned  into  a  fort.  complete with  stockade  and  "loopholes  in
the  walls."  of Watauga`County's  seat  of  justice.    At  Deep  Gap major  BaLhney's
men  dug  entrenchments,  and  at Watauga  Gap  Rollins'  detaLchment  constructed  a
fort  from  tiinber  t,aken  from  one  of  the  sumner  houses which  enveloped Blowing
Rock.19
0n April  19,  1865.  Stoneman  returned  to  Jonesborough.  Tennessee.  having
left  portions  of  his  comnand  at various  places.    Stoneman was  im:pressed with
1j9B,I,  49.  pt.1,  pp.  25-27.                   LBvaLn  Noppen,  Stonemn's ±±s± B±±g,  p.  21.
]5=E±a..  p.  338.                                                 19±±±±„  p.  22.  23.
17ERE..  p.  337.
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the  conditions  existing  in the  mountains which he  termed  "truly deplorable."
Because  ''the  country  is  overrun by tBnds  of  disbanded  Confederate  soldiers.
who  rob and plunder  indiscriminately while  making  their way  south."  Stonenan
ordered the  North Carolinians  to remain  in  the  mountains  to  curb the  pillage.
Kirk and  the  Third North Carolina were  to  patrol north of Asheville while  the
Second  Mounted.  under  Colonel Bartlett.  cleaned up  the  area  to  the  south  of
the  torn.20   The  Second Mounted  Infantry arrived in Waynesville  on  the  fourth
of May.    The  day before  an  event  occurred which must  have  seemed  to  the  North
Carolinians a  vindication  of  their  acts and  efforts.    General J.  G.  Mart,in,
"commanding  Confederate  for.ces  in Western North  Carolina.  surrendered with
his  Comand  to  LieutenaLnt  Colonel  Bart|ett.W2L
On Bfay  6    the  Second  and  Third  prrounted were  ordered  to  Asheville.    Arriving
first,  the  Second vas  t,o  renain  until Kirk's  regiment  galloped into  town.  at
which  time  Bartlett was  to depart  for Tennessee.    Kirk was  directed  to  remain
in Asheville.  allowing  stragglers  to  catcb up.  before  returning to  Greenville.22
After  this  order was  car.ried  out,  t,he war was  over  for  the Western North
Caro]|nia.ns.    At  Xno]cville.  Tennessee,  on  August  8.  1863.  the  men  of  the  Third
Mounted  Infantry were  discharged.    Eight days  later,  also  at  Kno]cville.  the
veterans  of  the  Second Reginent were  rmstered  out.23
The  Colored Troops
The  Fourteenth Unit,ed  States HeaLvy Artillery were  m`istered  out  of  ser-
vice  on  December  11.  1865.  at  Fort  prracon.    Soln.e  of  them were  in  the  arngr  for
twenty-two  moaths,  but  there  is  no  indication that arty member  ever  fired  a
gun  at  t,he  eneny.24
2°gE.  I,  49,  pt.  2.  pp.  to7,  to8.            23Manarin,  gEife,  See.  3,  p.1.
21gB.I.  49.  pt.1,  p.  339.                          24EE±g..  p.  2.
22RE.
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The  Thirty-fifth United States Colored Troops  finished up their "ap 'at
Charleston,  South Carolina,  and  remained t,here  for  a  year after  it was  over.
It was  there  that  they were  mustered  out  on  June  I,  1866.25
The  Thirty-sixth remained a part  of  General Godfrey Weit8el's  Colored
Corps.    As  such,  they were  probably  among  the  Union  troops who  marched  into
conquered  and  burning Richmond  on April  3,  1865.26    They  too  remained  in  the
Arny for  sore  time  after  the  end of  the war,  being finally discharged  October
28,   1866,   at  Brazos,  Te]cas.27
In  Jarmary  1865.  the  Thirty-seventh   was part  of major  General Alfred H.
Terry's  expedition to  Fort Fisher.28    After  the  Fort was  taken,  they remain-
ed  in  North  Carolina29  and became  the  last  North  Carolina  Regiment  discharged.
On  February  11,  1867,  they wet.e  mustered  out  at Raleigh.30
25EL..  p.  3.
2;:#:ep:a::8:.  ES3£2= ga±± RLe±][sa±  (New  York:    Doubleday a  Conriany.  Inc.
2?Manarin,  g!±±gg.   see.  3.   P.  3.
28gB,  I,  46.  pt.  1,  p.  604.
29fl.  I.  47,  pt.  3,  p.  253.
30Manarin.   8±±±gg,   see.   3.   P.   3.
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They  have  also  been  called  cowardly both ty  their  fellow  North  Caro-
linians  then,  and t,hose  of a  later  day.    The author  contends  that  they vere
merely human.    IJike  all members  of  the  species  they would  sometimes  run  in
the  face  of  death,  and  on  other  occasions  stand  and be  claimed by  it.    Their
character and their  courage were no better  or worde  than  their  Confederate
counterparts  and it  is time  for historians  to  recognize  the  fact.
CONCLUSION
It  cannot  be  clained  that  North  Carolina  Union  soldiers  made  any  pea.c-
tica.1  difference  in  the  outcome  of  the  war.    They  participated  in no  tide-
turning  battles  and  Robert,  E.  Lee would  still  have  surrendered  on April  9,
1865,  had  not,  one  North  Carolinian  ever donned  a  United  States  Azngr  uniform.
They did,  however,  make  a  contribution.    Each  tine  a.  Tar  Heel  in blue  stood
in  a  battle  line,  rode  on  a  cavalry  raid,  or  scouted  some  territ,ory. a  Northern
soldier wa.s  freed  to  be  elsewhere.    Probably their  greatest  contribution
was  indirect.    The  existence  of  North  Carolina  troops  on  either  end  of  the
state  helped  to  undermine  morale  at  home,  as  did  the  knowledge  that  former
slaves  were  suddenly  Yankee  soldiers.
Those  who  followed  their  consciences  and  those who  were  bought.  as  some
were,  have  been  charged.  both  then  and  since.  wit,h  t,reason.    It  should  be
remembered  that  Northern  stat,esmen  a.nd  soldiers  called  adherents  to  the  Con-
federacy  traitors.    In  t,he  eyes  of  justice  the  problem  of who  betrayed whom
must,  be  left  open  to  quest,ion  at best.
It  has  been  said  of  them  that they were mirder.eps  and  thieves,  and  they
were.    But  they did  nothing  to  others  which  was  not  done  to  them.    L`,,Jar  is  a
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